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Preface 

Workshop on "Monopoles and the Proton Decay" was held October 18th 

through 20th at the site of proton decay experiment: Kamioka. Morning 

of 18th was devoted to theoretical talks and the rest to experimental 

talks. We had the chance to see the experimental hall in the morning of 

19th. The organizers wish to express their sincere appreciation to the 

speakers and to all the participants for their active participation. 

Organizers 

J. Arafune and H. Sugawara 
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An Introduction to ~lonopole-Fermion Dynamics 

Yoichi Kazama 

Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, J APAN 

(Slightly expanded version of the talk given at the workshop on 

·Proton Decay and Monopoles·, Oct. 18 - 20, 1982, Kamioka, J APAN. 

To be published in the Proceedings.) 

1. An Abelian Monopole and a Charged Particle without Spin 

1-1. Monopole and Dirac String 

1-2. Wu-Yang Formulation 

1-3. Extra Angular Momentum 

1-4. Monopole Harmonics 

2. A Dirac fermion in the field of an Abelian Monopole 

2-1. Helicity Flip Scattering and Zero Energy Bound State 

2-2. Topology of Dirac Equation in - the flonopole Field 

3. Non-abelian Monopole s 

3-1. 't Hooft-Polyakov Monopole and Julia-Zee Dyon 

3-2. An SU(5) Monopole 

4. SU(2) DOUblet fermions in the Presence of a Monopole 

Monopoles are elusive yet fascinating objects. While their 

existence leads to the celebrated charge quantization rule \)1, 

their possible abundance is a nuisance for big-bang cosmology (21. 

from the fi eld t heoretical point of view, they also occupy an 

enthralling role in that they reflect one of the most characteristic 

features of local gauge theories --- an intimate interplay between 

space-time symmetry and internal symmetry through g loba I 

topology of gauge (and Higgs)fields. The recent discovery by 

RubakovD1 that, in the presence of light fermions, they lead to 

a dramatic physical effect of catalyzing baryon number violation 

with large rate ha s added to their charm 

The purpose of this lecture is to give a rudimentary account 

of monopol es wi th emphasis on their interact ion wi th fermions, 

which should help understand the subsequent talks. The Rubakov 

syndrome and some more aspects of monopole theory will be discussed 

by Professors Kobayashi and Arafune. 

1. An Abelian Monopole and a Charged Particle without Spin 

Even in the era of non-abelian gauge theories and their 

monopoles, the role of abelian monopoles is not diminished. They 

survive as t he asymptotic forln of the non-abelian co unterparts 

and most of the interesting physics can be analyzed in the abelian 

setting. So let us begin with an abelian mo nopole. 

- 2 - 1 



1-1. Monopol e and Dirac String_ 

A monopole of course is 	characterized by the spi1c::-i.ca lly 

2
symmetric magnetic field H=gr /r , where g is the magnetic charge . 

When we try to express this as the curl of a vector potential A, 

however, we immediatedly find that A must have a string of singu

larities~) emanating from the monopole. The argument is s imple: 

Assume that we can take a singularity-free potential. Then the 

total outward magnetic flux through a sphere is obtained, via 

Stokes' theorem, by the sum of line intergrals ~Ar dx'" around 

the equator in opposite directions. Since such a sum is obviously 

-'> 
must have a sing ul a rityzero, not 4~ g, our assumption fails and A 

on every sphere around the ~onopole. In this way, one finds t ha t 

a Dirac string is unavoidable. 

Let us see this more explicitly by deriving a typical monopole 

potential in spherical coordina~c ~. If ",i= 3-E.t t. r =A e = ~ uJ"ld chCJ0se 

J
the Coulomb gauge, the equation Vx A g1/ r reduces t o 

d..-CA'P r ) = 0 

Oa (!\'!'s;nS) = ~Sine/y- ( 1.1) 

\ d'f A,!, =- 0 

where the last is the Coulomb gauge conditio n. This is imme d i ate ly 

solved to give 

(c-cose) 
A~ = '3-	 (1. 2)\"" Si", e 

where c is an arbitrary constant of integration. Now the Dirac 

string appears explic itly as the singularity of l / rsine =1/ ~ 

whic h cannot be exorcised by any choice of c. In fact, we have 

cheated a little. If we compu te V x A carefully with A given by 

J(1.2), we not only get q1/r but also an extra piece 

Hs ~41f1} [C I -t C)9C-O- (I- C)9W]SCr)Sl ';f) (1. J) 

which is there to keep the equation 11 • (11 x A) 0 intact. Thu s 

the po te n tial (1.2) does not really describe an isolated monopole, 

but ra t h er a monopole with an infinit el y long string of magnetic 

fl ux. 

1-2. Wu-Yang Formul ation. [5J 

That such an annoying string can be completely removed wa s 

pOlnted out by Wu and Ya ng. The idea after all is quite simple. 

Note that by choosing c to be I or -1, we can at least remove 

half ot the strlng, the pa rt along the positive z a}"";";:, reI" (;::::. 

and the p a rt along the negative z axis for c=-I. So, if we de v ide 

the region around the monopole into two overlapping regions Ra 

and Rb (see Fig. 1) and define 

(A'f)", ~ C+ I-(ose)/rs;"e ,>' Ra. 
~ (-I -c.ose)/rs;n8 j>, (1. 4)(A:rh 	 Rb 

(A~ Ja,b in their respective domain of validity are entirely 

free of string singul ~ rit ies. A, ' considered as a pair ((A, la' 

(A~ )b)' is cal l c 0 a section, a concept borrowed from the mathe

rna tics 0 E ~ i ore bund les. ( 6) (A Little more about this later.) 



l'ihat about in the overlap Rab? To be cor.sist:ent, (AY') a and 

(A'l' )b must describe the same physics, i.e., they must d iffer 

only by a gauge trans forma tion. That this is indeed so stems 

from the fact that the arbitrariness of c is in fact a gauge 

freedom within the Coulomb gauge. Within the Coulomb gauge, we 

_1 ~... _') -1 

can still make a gauge transformation A -I A = A + Vf provided 

2that the gauge funct io·n is harmonic, V f= O. If we choose f to 

depend only on ~ , so that Ar=A e =0 remain true, this condition 

reduces to (d / oP )2 -f ('f' )=0. This gives f( cp )=a<p +b, and (Vf)'f 

=a /rs ine , which precisely corresponds to the arbitrainess of c. 

Thus we see that 

(A 'fJh = (Acp)", + i, CV!l'l'_, if 
= (Af)Cl. + ie. eve (1.5) 

f = -2e~<J> .\ 
ifThe U(l) phase e is called a transition function and in quantum 

mechanical context will appear as the multiplicative phase for 

the wave function of a charged particle under the above gauge 

transformation . It can also be interpreted as the change in the 

phase of such a wave function when the charged particle encircles 

the Dirac string (1.3) by the amount p 

In Wu-¥ang formalism, one demands that the transition function 

i s mathemati.cally well-behaved, i.e., it should be single-valued. 

In Dirac's formulati on , one requires that th e string is undetectable 

by Bohm-Ah"ro nov type experiment , whi ch amounts to the single
A 

valuedness of the wave function in the presence of the string. 

By either reason ing, we arrive at the famous quantization rule 

of Dirac [1) . 

2 e '} = i ",te';lE r • 
(1. 6) 

1-3. Extra Angular Momentum 

What makes the physics o f the charge-monopole system ext ra

ordinary is the appearance of, in general half integral, extra 

angular momentum. This can be seen in three ways. (The fourth 

will be added when we come to SU(2) monopole . ) 

(A) The simplest is to consider the equation of motion of 

a charged particl e in the monopole fiel d in non-relativistic 

classical mechanics~). It reads 

dVvY1rr 
_) -7 

e v ~ H 
_")_1 

e,?v"J:... 
r J 

(1. 7) 

Nul tiplying from left by ix, we get 

r ~ m~' e'J y:)< (v' ~ n 73 = ~ [ ,;:; r '- y:-' (v 1)J 
n 

eq (-.L dr' _L or 'I 
o r tit r'dot) 

-, dV' 1. dr' r' drd -'.... dl'Noting that r x dt(r " v) and dt r dt - ~ dt' we easilydt 

get 

d:r o 1+ ( ;:' xr - e~ Y. ) -d-=t ( l. 8) 

Thus we see that the conserved angular momentum has an extra piece 

-eg;'. It is pO?!."p"=ndi<:"ular to the ordinary 9iece r J< p' and due 
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-
to the Dirac condition its magnitude leg\ is g uan ti z e d to be 

integral or half integral, like a spin. 

(B) The extra angular momentum above can be in ce r p re t ed 
. 	 _> -.;> _, -:I ~ _'> 

also as a fleld angular momentum. If we denote r, E(r, r'), H(r, 

1') as the vector from the pole to the charge, the electric f ie ld 

at l' due to the charge, and the magnetic field at l' due to the 

pole, respectively, the angular momentum stored in such a fi e l d 

con=iguration is given by 

-, jd' I I _,I c-> -,~, :-i' -,~,
L-f,dl 	= r 4It r ", ECr,r)xH(r,n) 

The integral is easy (but not trivial) and again gives the answer 

-egr. 

(e) Let us turn to non-relativistic guantum mechanics. 

The Hamiltonian and the stationary Schrodinger eguation are 

I C-' -')2H = 	2.)">1 P - eA 

I -) --") 2 	 (1. 9){ 2m ( P- e A) r = E-r 

The latter is form-invariant under the gauge transformation -: ---; A' 
~A + 1 -V'f "\(_> ,-\,'= (exp if),,\,". Since the monopole field A is 

e ' 

defined in Ra and Rb separately, '-\' must also be defined similarly, 

with 	the transition in the overlap Rab given by 

if -;'2e'J~ (1. 10)\'Vlb 	= e. (1f)" = e ('-1')... 

Wo u ld the ordi nary ang ul ar mome ntum L r=' x (p' - e A') be 

still correct in this sy stem? The a n s '.-I e r is, as e xpec ted, no. 

An e l emen tary calculation gi ves 

[L.:)lj) ~[')RL", + ~e'J~,)~r,,- , 	 (1. 11) 

i.e., the Lie algebra is violated by the extra piece. This, 

however, can be easily cured. Noting that r still transforms 
J 

like 	a vector, [L_, r-l= it: -krk' we are tempted to define a new 
1 J l J 

operator 

L 	 ~ x (F- e A) - e '} ~ 
(1. 12) 

Then 
[C';) Ljl = [L;,LjJ -e'} {[L,Jj ] + [r", L)J} 

lE:ijl>LI> + Leo;} ~'i~ rR -2Lt,}LiR;:'R (1. 13) 

Ll'Jd L .. -e<JY-R ! = LL-J"'L~ 
Indeed Li's satisfy the correct angular momentum algebra. It is 

also a simple matter to check that t 's commute with H. So L 
1 

has every right to be called the system's angular momentum operator. 

1-4. 	 Monopole Harmonics ~J 

Because of the extra piece in the angular momentum, angular 

eigenfunctions are different from the ordinary spherical harmonics. 

They 	will be called monopole harmonics and are defined by 

"'Z V ~ ~ V 

L 1'l,,1,m =,e.(HI) I'IJ,~ (1. 14) 


Ll' Y1-,,t,;;; = ;; y~/,~ 
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\ = e'} 

Before we go on, let u s make a space-saving c om ment. As 

--> 
has been emphasized, a ll the quantities which depend on A must 

be defined in Rand Rb sepa ratel y. 1: and Y are such a q,~ ,m 

quantities. This nevertheless does not compl icate the calculatlon . 

is obtained in R , the corresponding expression in 

Rb is obtained s impl y by the general rule of (1.10). So from 

now on, we will only deal with the expressions for R . 

Once Yq,t ,m 	 a 

a 

Now the construction of Y is a standard exercise in 
q, £ ,m 

eleme nta ry quantum mechanics once we write down L and L±, th e 
z 

raising and lowering operators, 

-, - ') 1 	 ;;l'L ~ (V-"F .. -e,} = -;:-~ -e'J-

-, -') A e±l'j' :li<f( 1. .l.; r + 1:. 1-(0\8\,. :5 )L± (r- > p ± - E-~ 	 Ij' '" e ±~e' "oO lSJ'f . q·s,--;;eJ.'~· 

Starting from the state Y co ~ with the highest weight, which 
q,j. 'j. 

is got ton by so l ving L Y _ ,.., =0·, repea ted appl ica tions of L 
+ q,.t ,t. 

give all the Y co~' s. Just for the sake of completene ss, we 
q, j. ,m 

give the result: 

ic( J,..[ (2:£+1')1 (1'+;;; )1 1L(i",.~.)CP
Y~J,~ e 2.~ 	 41l (1_;;;)1 a'~i-l' (l-i)1 e 

1 d ~-~(,.., 2'&-) (1. 16) 
--\ SI~2~g t{).Y\ e/2(d~~) 	 ,(SIne);n lt~" f?)'Ir

2 

where ci is an arbitrary phase set by conventi on . 

More important and useful than the explicit form above are 

some prooerties of Y ~~, "hich we shall list below . 
~ q, t , m 

1° y ,........." as a sec t ion , is everywhere analytic. t Y _ ~ 1. 
q, L ,m q, ~ ,m ) 

for any fixed q form a complete orthonorma l system, i.e., one 

can expand any continuo us section belonging to c la ss q in terms 

of Y ,..,
q,9.- /iTI 9 


2° t takes the va lues Iq\, Iql+l, 


,,-,.-J3° Y is related to the familiar rotation function 
q, t , m 

/T(j)(c( J2 <: + I 'l- +;;; 14(i) ( )'r ,)' ) by Y ~ 	 -m( (l ,C( ) = 4-TI (-I) dJ'l.-'" 'I' , (l,-a: m'm q, J ' 0" 

This is due to the fact that , for fixed m', IT (~), regardedm m 

as a vector indexed by m, form a basis of the irreducible repr e 

sentation specified by j and more over for )' =- C(. they form a basis 

for functions on a sphere. Because of t his, variou s formul ae 

for the .L:vi....a. ~ .... (..I. ;:u'l,,:~ions c'", be readily util ized for Y ,-.J 

q, ~ ,m 

4 ° For the purpose of this lecture, all we shall encounter 

are the fo rms for q=;t1/2, t 
~ 

=1 / 2, which are very simple : 

_.l. i'l' 	 J.. eGil e Sin!!. Y'I 'I _' I " '=2- (0)'(' I 'I 1'2 	 12,", Ii l TIL 2.11. ) h, 	 2. 
(1. 17) 

1 -i'j' . e- .l. C05~'(-'I"Yz .~ - ffi 	 'L Y -- e $,>'1 - :I,., X,-;; - {lIT 	 2 
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2. A Dirac Fermion in the Field of an Abelian Monopole 

2-1. Helicity Flip Scattering and Zero Energy Bound State (9J 

Already for a system of a spinless charged particle and a 

monopole, the extra angular momentum alluded to above brings forth 

an intriguing circumstance. Altho ug h we shall not discuss it in 

detail, it can easily be shown (10J that aggregate of such "'dyons"' 

obey Fermi-Dirac statistics; fermions are created out of bosons. 

Now when such an extra angular momentum is coupled to the 

spin of a charged Dirac particle, it leads to fur t he r nove l phenomena . 

Namely, for the state with the lowest total angular mo ment:um , 

helicity flip scattering occurs and also we will find a dyon-l ike 

bound state with exactly zero energy. 

In the basis where "D is diagonal, the Dirac e q uat.l.on0 

of the form -'C-tm cr-' .Cf-eA )l '0/ 
o 

( 2 . 1)
C'. (p'- eli') - E -YYl Jl 

The conserved angular momentum of the system is 

-'") _1 

J L + 1 L =: I - e<;j r t ~ ~ 
(2.2) 

For the purpose of partial wave decomposition it sufficies to 

construct two-component angular eig enfunc tio ns, which can be easi ly 

gotten via 

Ijm):c L 11,;;;)@\±,m5)<~,~:±ms\jm) 
1.~ ,"\ 

(2. J) 

Here It, m) denotes the mono!?ole harmonics obtained in the pr ev i ous 

sect ion and (I m: ims Ijm) are the Cl ebsch-Gordan coef ficients. 

We the n find t ha c there are two types of independent eigenfunctions 

(jl ( 1 ) and 0/ (2) give n by
Jm Jm 

l 
j+m )Y~ y(

(I) 2f"" 't,j-~ ,"'-1;. . 
(jljm :: ( 2.4)." \ J= 1~lth I~ I +% .,.

( J _rYl)12 Y 
fot" 

, , 
2) I'j., j-;;,., m+YL 

( j-mtlYL I
~(') - 2jtl II 11,jt'h,m-Y" (2.5)
J'" -tor J. =I~\-Y" \~I+Vz. ."[ (,HhHIY'2 y; ) ) 

2j-H) 'Lit;;',""/" 
(2 )

Notice that for states ,.. ith j :2lql + 1/2, and i? (2) occur<fjr.1 Jm 

pa irw~se for each j . This corre ,; !-'onds, in the familiar case of 

q =o , ~u parity even and odd state3 . The lc'"'£':;= J.::;'~:'.2:::C ::;::::;:::1~u;n 

s t:a te with j= \ql-l/2 is an exception . Since i min=/ql, the type 

(1) s tate for wh ich r =j-1/2 cannot exist, and we only have a 

type (2) wave function. From no '~· on, both b e cause of simplicity 

and of its r e l e v ance to the Rubakov e ffect, we shall concentrate 

on t he jmin st a t:e in the field of a f u ndame ntal monopole, i.e., 

( 2)
I..JC s et \q\=1/2 and pO , a nd use th symb '>/. to denote <p 00 . 

That a peculiar phenomenon may occur for this state can be 

s een without look ing i nto t h e dyn arnic s. It is earily checki!d 
-, /' ~2

that o. r is cons e rved and c ornmu t e s wJ.th J and J z Since "7.. is 

_l /" 2 
a.n i.so lated ;e;t-:tt~ , <l nr! (co·r) =1, "YJ... m1l5t". he an ei'!enstate of 

-
cr-. 

, r 
r 

- 11 - - 12 
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with eigenvalues ±1. What is significant is that this sign depends 

J\ -, 1 -7 /' 

upon the sign of q . To see this, we note that for "7.. , r J=-eg+"2(J.r 

vanishes because j =0 . Thus we immediately get the key result 

(t .r)'11 = .1. "1
\'\-\ (2.6) 

Physical implication of this relation is readily appreciated once 

-> ~ 
we recognize that (J. r is (minus) the helicity for the outgoing 

(incoming) wave in the asymptotic region. That is, the helicity 

of the outgoing (and incoming) wave is completely correlated with 

the sign of e for fixed g. This means that in the scattering 

process for this partial wave, the helicity must flip. (See Fig. 

2). Consider, for instance, the c ase of positive q. If we send 

in a particle with helicity h=-I, and look at the outgoing particle, 

while the spin ~ is still radially outward, parallel with t, 

the rrtvlncntum p, W'hich was initially inward, is of C OU.L5 c:::: Cilo.J I ~ed 

into an outward vector. We see that t he helicity has been flipped. 

Does this process actually occur with finite amplitude? We 

no w must look at the Dirac equation, which for this state becomes 

enormously simplified . Let us write 

( +(r) "l '\ 
if~ 

C} (r) "l ) (2.7) 

Then the Dirac equation becomes 

f l E - m ') f'Y) = ~), (1, ~',- e ~: ) ~1 (2.8)

l (E + yY\ ) <} "L = if-. (-=:. V- e A )f 'YL 

If we now put 

f = ItI+~ , C}= i-\::Er 
(2.9) 

and use 

6'- . C{-v'-er)(-f"1.) =-t~1 (8r +-;:)f1. 
(2.10 ) 

(2.8) reduces to 

rem-EjF cidr g
(2.11 )dl (YY\ + E)q =- dy- ~ 

Combining these, we finally arrive at trivial equations, 

LC-*l+)<2J F = 0 

r:.. 'd 
'1 =: I'ntE ar- F 

(2. 12)
R" = E2_m'\, 

(i) Scattering Solution: For scat tering solution, k2> 0 and we 

obtain 

l 'h- \ - C 1Ifl r Sin I<r+ S) 'It 

J... ...L~ 0 R (2.13)l E-t IYI r Cos (\<Yt:S) '1. 

arbitrary phase 

This so l ution unfortunately is troublesome. For any choice of .5 

the probabllity am'lictude for the particle to pass through the 

pol"? si~t-ir1(] 2.t .;. ~~ or-igin n0175 not: vani.sh. Tn the il ilbp.rt s nacp. 
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containing such a state vector, we have the so calle d Lipkin

Weisberger-Peshkin problem [llJ, name ly that the fo l lowin<; Jacobi 

identity fails: 

\ [1', ~cPl,'PJJJ + c.~d,·c. -4TI'b-8\~ ) "'" 0 
(2.14 )l 1'c fo - e.A o=0 

This is related to the fact that the extra p lece of the angular 

momentum, -eg~, i s not well defined at the origin. 

An essentially unique cure (12) is provided by the introduc

tion of an anomalous magnetic moment for the Dirac partic le, 

(which is there anywa y for the physical electron), '....hi ch turns 

out to give the necessary suppress ion around the origin. Using 

the modified Hamiltonian 

~ -'" 
Hot'" = He" -" 1° r·.L\.4:lYY1 r2.. 

(2.15 ) 

one earily finds that 

1K"'l,-1 \ 
C\ \ y--) 0-q=f....--...-e~p ( -z;;:;rJ--70 

(2.16 ) 

This sets the boundary condition at the origin 

- q Ir: -~ 1 
\'"-) 0 (2.17 ) 

K k.
and determines the phase to be 6 - ~ E+m 

Th e scatter ing ampl i tude is now r e ad ily obta i ned by the usual 

}?roced ure, i.e., by projecting the j=jmin partial wave from the 

incomin() "lanFl wa VFl matchin() this tn the incoomin'J rar t of the 

scattering solution and so on. The result confirms the previous 

kinematical argument. Fo r q >0 and K infinitesimal, the scattering 

ampli ~ude is given by 

~ ( . 21'&1-1 . 
·t-l-t- cR s""e) el'!'-t-ZiS 

(2.18 ) 

\ h-l "'0 

where ± r e f e r to the helicities. 

May be it is helpful, at this po int, to make a comment on 

the relation between this result and the chi ral anomaly (13J. 

At f irst sig ht, one may think tha t the chiral anomaly i s not at 

work her e since we have dealt only with a pure monopole, not with 

a dyon configuration. This is actually false; we do have a dyonic 

configuration in the problem. This bec ome s clear when we write 

down the matrix element of the relevant operator t.i be t we en t he 

initial and the final scattering states, 1.B., out<e;,MI~·iie~,M )in' 

wher e M stands for a monopo le. lnsert i~~ the intermediate state 

\~S,M> corresponding to the scattering solutio n ob t aine d above, 

we have 

oo[e~,M I E'\ lj'"M ><4'" MIB' Ie~, M)in . 
(2.19 ) 

The r e are bolO po ints to make. Fi rs t, we are de aling with sta t es 

--> 
containing an electron as we l l as a mono pole. E can have non-

vanish ing expectation value . Second , as can be easily verif ied , 

the intermed i ate sca tt eirng s ta tt" \Ll' s, M) contains components 

',; itb bo t r. ch:::-&l ';'ti.: s, ~·..;2;: i :: ::~c Ii ;;-.:":' 8£ \'~~::'::!"'::!..:-:; ~.!.est~C:~ 



mass. (T he proper limit is to send ~ to zerO and then set m=O) 

Thus each of the matrix element in (2.19) is non-vanish ing. Tha t 

the chirality flip scattering is due to the anomaly, not to the 

mass term, is also seen from the expression (2 . 18 ). The ampli t ude 

f does not vanish as we send m to zero. 
-~+ 

(ii) 	Zero Energy Bound State: Now we set E=O in ( 2.12). Then, 

2 2k =_m , and we immediately get a normalizable solution 

e-~l'" 
(2.20 ) _e- m 

"{~ (for rr>;o) 

Notice that F and G satify the relation -G / F=1, whi ch is iden~ ic al 

with (2.17). This is the reason why we did not need to introduce 

\{ ~O first and then send \{ to zero f or this solution. This is 

a peculiar bound state. It is a boson, according t o the s pin 

s'tatistic s relation mentioned i....e.cOL2, dIlLi. o..ililough it ca rrie s an 

electric charge, it is exactly degenerate in energy wi.th the 

pure monopole. In the following subsection, we will unde rstand 

better why such a state may exist. 

2-2. Topo logy of Dirac Equation in the Monopole Field. 

Previously we saw that tile state with the lowest ang u l a r 

momentum, which exhibited peculiar properties, came into being 

because of the extra angular momentum. We now "ish to show that 

the existence of such a state can also be understood in topological 

terms. In fancy InnguM.~~ ." the monopole fi .eJcI is " non-t c tviaJ 

connection on the U(1) principal fiber bundle over s2 and the 

raison d'etre for the jmin state is a consequence of the Atiyah

Singer index theorem (14J (i.e., integ rated "chiral anomaly") 

for it. We shall how ev e r work everything out explicitly in an 

earthly manne r. 

For simplic ity, we will deal with the massless ca se. As is 

well kno wn t he massless Dlrac equation i t'" ( df' + ieAr )'f =0 can 

be decomposed into a set of decoupled equations for the two-com

ponent Weyl spino rs. In ~ 5 diag o nal basis, they are of the form 

=0\(~a: ('::i' O"/v'- ie")1u± 	 ( 2. 21) 

where i refer to ch iral i ties. We now conside r a con figuratio n 
_) I' _) 

for which AO= AO (r), Ao<.lJ' , with rA bei ng a functi o n of e and <p 

uni}, . This include s a dyo n conf ig urat ion as wel l ~~ t~&t or ~ 

monopo le . Wha t we in t e nd t o do is to decompose the equation (2.21) 

i nto a part res pons i bl e for the dy nam i cs in the r-t pl an e and a 

part Wh l C ~ de scribes the physics on a sphere, i.e., in the e - p 

plane. De fi ning the Pauli matrice s in s pher i ca l coordinates by 

(oSe e':'fSinti '\ 

<J,- =- cr'. r 
( ;/f .e SH"Iti - cose ) 


-s.-"e .e-C'fCOSEl) ( 2. 22) 


C'e :=:. is. e ( eLo/cose -SIYIG 

A.e 
-, :-" )IT'f =- if q. 0 i'j'( 
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and setting, for convenience, 

lA" = +t± 
(2.23 ) 

we easily achieve this goal and obtain 

1- (- - d \rY .1 ,-yr l(),-eAD-±.o;.~r),L± ± r' D.£l.A.r± =-0 
( 2. 24) 

1).il.. = lOG ;e + CQ'f sl,-"e tq; -i~ t~ (leA'!')\ 

Now a key observation is, that, by direct computation, one 

can show that 

tOr? D.o. ~ =- 0 
( 2. 25 ) 

namely 0" acts like ~ 5 for the 2 dimensional Dirac-like operator
r 

D.J2 defines the "chirality· on a sphere. Th i s imed ia te 1 y Or 

~11cw3 ~3 to make the following familiar argu~~G~ f~~ ~1~2 S~6Ltrum 

of D.n. If ¢A is an eigenfunction of On with non Zero eigenvalue 

:A., 0rq>). is also an eigenfunction with eigenvalue -;1., i.e., 

non-vanishing eigenvalues and eigenfunctions come in pairs. On 

the other hand, the so called zero mode cP 0 with ::t =0, if it exists 

at all must be an eigenstate of the chirality operator () wi th 
r 

eigenvalue 1 or -1. 

We have in fact explicitly verified these statements before 

ro (l) g> (2)when we constructed angular eigenstates TheJ J m and Jm • 

relevant connection is provided by the relation (again directly 

verifiable) 

_.,2 , 

D~ J + 4 -(eS}i 

wi th 

]" = -r-' X (f-eA') -e'J-; + 1- (f 
( 2.26) 

which shows that the eigenfunctions of Dn. with eigenvalues .±;:l. 

have the same angular momentum and also, since (lql-l/2) (lq[+1/2) 

1 2
+49 =0 the state with j=jmin= [q[-1/2 corresponds to the zero 

mode of D.n.. Note that for the fundamental monopole (Ieg\ =1/2). 

---'2D..n. is exactly the "square root" of J . 

Having iden tified ~. r as the "chirality" opera tor on a 

sphere, it is natural to go to the basis where it is diagonal. 

This is achieved by the unitary transformation 

Le~ -'j'Gl
t-l-=e 2.e"'2 

(2.27, 

which gives 

1.0 0& U t :: 0"\ = 0' I 


u Ocr u+ =- U, _ '6 2 


( 2.28) 
l-\ CJ,. u+ GJ 1. '6'6' " 'if 

L 

where O~ 's are a set of gamma matrices in Euclidean two dimensions. 

In this basis, D.n. takes the form 

, + . 'I' OJ 1 ")02 
D./l. =uD.n. u =1 ( ~ + Sli1il ~ + '0' l cos e )

2 Sln e 
v 2, • )
IJ \.c~r\.g' (2. ~9! 
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Now we are ready to show that D~ is nothing other than the 

genuine Dirac operator on the unit sphere 52 As we a ll know, 

the metric on 52 is g~", =diag (1, s i n 2e ), where ,.,=1, 2 refers 
I 

t o 6 and p respect i vely. To write down the Dirac operator, we 

a a
need the zweibein e /-" related to g~v by gr" =ea{<e ", and its 

inverse E: Then non-vanishing components can be taken to be 

1 2 . 1 d 2 /.e 1=1, e2=s~n6 , E 1 =1, an E2=1 s~ne The Dirac operator is then 

,,'ritten as 

D ~ Dc.. [to."Sr
( 2.30 ) 

where ~r i s the derivative which is gauge covariant as well as 

generally covariant, given by 

f)r = CY r +-t[ob) 't~J w~( + ~eAr 
( 2. 31) 

W be !-:'c::-c the 5P:';-. con;-l<2ction and its sol E non- ':z;. ni3~':":-:; 
r 

. 21 hQ .component ~ s W 2 =-cos u Put t~ng t ese together, the e xplicit 

form of D is obtained as 

( ,,'2-, .. 1'-'_2. +6"..l cose '\ - o'~D'" D dB :,>,,,,8?<f 2 Sit" e ) $',·"e 
( 2.32) 

where 

A2 f\r=z. = fie.. e'\ - A"t""Y\f) . 

Thu s, indeed l1' =D. 

Let us now look at the Atiyah-5inger index theo rem on 52. 

It reads 

v+ -))_ iT[ S F. dx..... dx.v 
$' /"" 

(2.33 ) 

where y ± are the number of normalizable zero modes wi th two-dimen

sional chirality eq ual to ±l. We can easily evaluate the right 

hand side for the monopole field, which is given by 

(0, -e<J(I-COS61)) for Ro,. 

( 2,34)'r " \ (0, e';}.(I+CD~e)) -fOY Rb 

The magnetic field now looks like an "electric" field in Euclidean 

2 dimension and is given by 

?e A, = - e;} $,rl8 +or Doth Ra. and 1\t:,'l. d 

( 2. 35) 

Thus 

2~ (-e'i})} sineded'J''l~ ~ ~rod:t"dx." 
2e,} = 2 t

( 2 . 36) 

which is q / lql for the fundamental monopole. This clearly gives 

the prom i sed topological reason why we had only one lowest angular 

momentum state "1 with 0r"Z =q/ Iqi "1 (Normalizability on 52 is 

tr ivi al Slnce it is compact .) 

Let us finally take a look at the equ a tion in the r-t plane. 

For the angular zero mode, in (J r -diagonal basis, Eq. ( 2.24) sim

plifies to 

(Lao±.~ o; fr.-eR,I'X± =0 
( 2.37) 
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°
 - 0 . - 1
Multiplying from left by and identifying Cf 1=O,±UJ, 7i ,1 

this can be written as 

lL1r('Or+leArJ:± =0 
(2.38 ) 

AD~ Ao(r) I A,-o 

We have found a remarka ble thing: The fact that we have a n 

angular zero mode, which is precisely due to the presence of th e 

monopole, cast the equation into nothing but the two dimensiona l 

Dirac equation in the presence of an electric field. Due to th1S 

feature, when the system is fully second quantized, we wi l l be 

dealing effectively with a Schwinger like model (15J and its 

famous quantum anomaly will lead to t he Rubakov effect. In other 

words it is an interplay of two 2-dimensional anomalies, one in 

e - <f plane and the other in r-t plane, which will be responsible 

fc = the cxo~~c ~~y~i~~. 

3. Non Abelian Monopoles 

As was announced in the prologue, one of the main purposes 

of this talk is to lay a help fu l ground work for unde r stand i ng 

the Rubako v 's effect. For this purpose, except for the all 

impottant boundary condition at the origin, to be d is cus s e d 1n 

the next section, we need not talk about non-abelian monopoles; 

the size of the core, wit h in which non-abelian nature becoc.1es 

ma nife st, will never enter i nto the problem. Never t heless for a 

pedagogical rev iew, we cannot skip this fundamental subJ ect . 

Desc riptions will, however, be brief. 

3-1. 't Hooft-Po l yakov Monopole and Jul ia-Zee Dyo n (J.6J, [17J 

Take an SU(2) gauge theory with a triplet of Higgs scalars. 

The Lag rang ian is given by 

L -*F~~ FI'; + ~ (Dr--cP)'" (D"¢)" - +, u (~<P) (3.1) 

c '" '" e. r; C\ (' "be ~ b c.'I-" = u"Av - OvAI' + e Co. fOr f\" 
( 3. 2) 

Cq.cr)'" ~ 'dr'~ " 1- eEc.bc. A: cpc 

wh e ~e t he pote nt ia l is chosen to effect the spontaneous breakl ng 

of SU(2) down to U(1), i.e. 

U (eej» ~ (M~ - e' cp"<t>"f (3.3) 

It is somet , mes convenient to rescale the fields a nd define eAa~ aa, 

t a e ~ 1> a, i n winc h case 

[_1 Fe. r"-V 1 CD -:hV h'e t "'-")'?1~ e,- 1 4- !,,, r"'+2 1-"-;:1- 4 M",-1?4' \ 
( 3.4) 

This form shows t hat expa nsion in e is th a t in~. The gaug e boson 

mass ma t r ix takes the form 
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2 2( "",om c.b = Mw 'i)"b - 4'o.4>b J 


$", := <r" / 14'1 

(3.5) 

2 f' 

Clearly %abCf b vanishe s , meaing that the rotation around the 

direction of the vacuum Higgs field corresponds to the unbroken 

"electromagnetic" U(l). 

't Hooft gave a gauge invariant expression for the corre

sponding electromagnetic field strength tensor (16J, 

r £ F c.. _1- Cab0.h" ( \b( ",)C
r,.,.y '" 1<1'1 /''' - elc\>\, L 't' D~4>! Dy'j' • ( 3.6) 

The second term is necessary to remove the non-abelian part. F~v 

can also be written as 

I=!"V t,.,.V HryT 

~v E~ !3 = $"A c 
( 3.7)-f/""" ~r-8~- r r' ) 

ie abG I' " "'\ "H1"" = e c.. f" 'd,....(h CIv¢c 

The gauge invariant electric and magnetic currents ar e give n by 

"~(F,.,.v (e'b~u.t..OYl of motion)J~ (3.8) 
v,v 

( detin,"+ion")J-; o Ft'~ 

/'-" _1 c r'where F/"V -2~I"V!'" F . Monopoles are the objects with non-

vanishing magnetlc"hC arge g=4'i[ S 3 makes1 d x: JO'"m What non-abelian 

monopoles conceptually much more fundamental than the abel ian 

one s is that they exist as regular finite ener9Y solutions of 

the field eguation. 

Before looking into specific solutions, however, we can see 

by topological reasoning (18J that eg is guantized. For a regular 

solutions, due to the abelian Bianchi identity, part (seef rv 
(3.7)) does not c ontr ibute to the magnetic current and j; consists 

entirely of Higgs field, 

'"",...l..- v"c.., r <' b o-AC

J-r-- =- 2e 'if'lIf<S" a cP d q> 0 4> f e- bc 

(3.9) 

Then the magnetic charge is given by 

-L r , "h' n" _I_J f' ~ "c 2"b 
'a=4lll cl :q·o = ):01'" me ,CCjRtc.bC<P djt o.G> (dal 

I'-) .p S· (3.10 ) 
1 

2" " 2where (d ~)i is the un~t area vector on the large sphere S R 

If we r e gard $a as giving a coordinate on a sphere, the above 

I'- " 
expression can be rewritten in terms of the metric g"\,, = a}1> a dr4'a 

on the sphere 

Q.;m 1: 4<~e JJd~t('?r.... ) J' ~ ca= ~-)()D "I ' 

(3.11 ) 
2

1" a" indep("del\.t c.oord,,,,,,,-te 0'" SR 

/'

The right hand side gives ±l: times the number of times fa c overs 
e 

the unit sphere as ?~ swe eps s; once. Thus one gets the guanti 

zation condition, 

eg n =integer winding number (3.12 ) 

or, in terms of the minimum charge e'=~ allowed f o r the SU(2) 

doublet field, e'g=}, which is precisel y the Dirac gua ntizatio n 

condition. 
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To get an explicit monopole solution, Or more generally, a 

dyon solution, one tries to solve the field equation with a 

s impl i fy ing ansa tz. Th e simplest one, of course, is the ansatz 

with spherical symmetry, which is also expected to be of lowest 

energy. In gauge theories, the spherical symmetry means invariance 

of the configuration under rotation plus global guage transforma

tions. This restricts the form of A~ and q, a to be eo< ;ca and 

Aathat of to be e><:: S ., £ .. X., or ~ ;. . . If one chooses the 
~ a~ a~J J a 1 

Coulomb gauge, as we shall do, 1:. . . X . wi 11 be the onl y allowed 
a ~J J 

structure for 
a With the additional requirement of time in-Ai' 

dependence (again up to a gauge transformation), the ansatz may 

be written in the form 

't _ " JCr) ~ "= .x" H (r)Ao - -;(.0. er- eY' 

(c. l.J) 

\ A"" = EQ.~-x.( Mel I-\(r) = \ - kCr)eY' 

substituting thos e into the energy functional and minimizing 

with respect to the unknown radial functions J(r), H(r) and A(r), 

one obtains the coupled non-linear equations 

f21</O = K CK'-J'+H'-l) 


r 1 H" =- '2 H ~' _ h' e' n~ r' H ( \ - Ji..'-.n':r' ) 
 (3.14 ) 

\ r'J" = 2J K' ) 

where the double prime denotes (d/dr)2. Except for a spec ia I 

limiting case called Prasad-Sommerfi e ld limit (19J, which is 

obtained by sending h to zero with Mw fixed, (3.14) cannot be 

solved analytically and one must resort to numerical means. A 

typical result (17J is sketched in Fig. 3 . A smooth monopole 

(dyon) indeed exists, and has a core o f radius~M-1 (if h~O(l)) 
w 

ou tside of which it looks just like an abelian monopol e (dyon). 

Asymptotically, for large r, the rad ial functions behave 1 ike 

-"re 
(M, a., b are constants)

n+.E

\l 
r 

rv Mw (3.15 ) 

The gauge invariant electric field Ei =Foi' the electric charge 

Q, and the magnetic field 8 are given by
i 

~ d [ J(,..) J
\E~=-Xldr ---e;::- b 


\ <t = ;ffi. Jd 'x. dJO" =- e 

~ I (3.16 )

13, =- x. ; U 

There are two points of particular importance; 

(i) Inside the core, the fields diminish and become exactly 

zero at the origin, unlike the abelian coounterparts, which blow 

up. As a consequence, the total energy (the mass) is finite and 

is of the order ~'Iw/ct A../ 137M ' 
w 

(ii) At the classical l eve l, the electric charge of the 

d yo n is not quantized. Quantization requires the existence of a 

1'~ori 0dicityrr (or comFe~t~e5s) of ~om~ S0~t, W~en we demand that 
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the physical motion be identical after one period , quan ti zation 

of the spectrum of the generator of such a motion occurs. For 

the magnetic charge, this periodicity is prov ided by the non- tr i via l 

topology of the sphere . What about for the electric charge? 

There is actually a hidden periodicity which is non-topological. 

This can be most easily seen by going to a gauge in which the 

asymptotically constant part of A~ (see (J.1S» is absent . It 

is achieved by a time-dependent gauge transformation around the 

direction of the Higgs field 

u~ exp;"/t y..i'
2. 

with A =-Mt. Then A~ exhibits the following periodic structure 

in time: 

fI~ L c "...L ( ) Art, e..- (.C<ij~<f t e..-(I-Fl) l-cosl'1t tc.'J-Xj 

\ <: ""')-e,(I-f'.)Sil"nt (o",-kX , 

(3 . 17 ) 

But as we said, a periodicity alone is not enough; we need 

to "close" the period. For the electric charge, the principle 

for closing the period is not in classical mechanics . It is 

provided, at the quantum level, by the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization 

cond ition. In other words, only whe n we consider electric fluc

turations around the monopole and require that they properly 

"encircle" the internal U(ll EM l oop in a closed manner do we get 

the charge quantization [2 OJ , which turns out to be Q=ne wi th n 

being an integer. 

We must mention one last thing about the basic features of 

SU(2) monopoles, namely, their r e l a t ion to Dirac monopoles CiS). 

So far we have dealt with a smooth, regular so called hedgehog 

solur ion, whose asymptotic behavior is given by 

$~ ~ Xj!, 
(J. is) 

A~ ~ J.. t .. ~ 
t.. e A",. y-

Once the existence of such a solution is established, it is often 

more convenient to go to a unitary (or ableianl gauge in which 

particle ident~fication will be easier. I t is achieved by a 

singular gauge transfor~ation 

I\ \,\ = e-''j'IJ eLeI, e'9 3 

(3.19 1 
\ 1 i = $", (2) 'ilene vutor-s 

In this gauge, the fie.us for large ~ behave like 

"-", <:q, ~ Oao ( 3. 20 1 
\ X"
FI'''. ~ 6o.>e EC3R Y-C,-X

l
) 


i.e., the Hig gs field is pointl ng along che t hird i so s pi.n d i rec tion 

and the monopole potenti a l is precisely of the form of Dirac, 

i nclud i ng the string. We shall see la t e r that t hi s abe lian form 

naturally arises when we deal '",i t h isodoublet fennions in the 

prese nce of an SU(2) monopole. 
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3-2. An SU(5) Monopole 

For a monopole to induce a baryon number violation, it must 

have an ability to couple to a fermion multiplet whose members 

car ry di f ferent baryon numbers. In this subsection, 'Ne shall 

discuss the simplest of such circummstances, namely a monopole 

in SU (5) grand uni f ied theor ies a 1.3. Dokos and Tomaras e2l]. 

Explicitly the generators of the SU(2) subgroup for t he 

monopole, which we shall denote by SU(2)r'1' are chosen to be 

-) 
L ( -)T 2 d~, O,O,T.O . 

(3 . 21) 

Just like in the case of a pure SU(2) monopole, one wants 

to write down an ansatz for a static spherically symmetric soltttion . 

In the case at band, however, the requirement of spherical s ymmetry 

does not suffice to fix the form of the ansatz; because the s ymmetry 

~roup 0f the p~obleln is much larger than SU(2). th~~~ ~yi~t ~~ny 

subgroups which are compatible with such a, rather mild, requir~ment. 

Nonetheless the strategy is c lear. We look for the ansa tz whi c h 

is invariant under the largest possible subgoup r of lJ( 5 )=SU(5) x lJ(l) 

(the U(l) factor is related t o the 8-L number), wh i ch is compat i ble 

with spherical symmetry. In equations, 

(A) spherical symmetry 

[ L, He ) A J1 = l t l~ ~d\ R 

[ Llt \, ) f'.o J = 0 (3.22) 

(Li-tT,,~) =. 0 

(L,tI,)1-1 =0 

(B) invariance u nder \ C U(5) 

[i'l R!""J=O, [r" p 1 =0 I 1i H=0 
(3.23 ) 

(e) compatibility of (A) a nd (B) 

[ f' LtT1 =0, , } } 

(3.24 ) 

where ' \ i' =A~Ga, g; = :raGa, H=(H",) are, respectively the SU(5) 

gauge flelds, the real Higgs fields in the adjoint representation 

24 and the complex Higgs fields in the fundamental representation 

5. L is the angular momentum op e rator, and T . , Ga , f'. are the 
1 1 1 

genera tors of SU (2) M' SU (5), and I, in tha L order. 

To beg in with, consider (3.24). If u is an eleme nt: of r , 
[u, TJ=O leads to 

rY:-j ... ~~~ 
'" ( 3. 25)Il', , _\~ ~,': .. c '. : d 

wh ere the matrices a, b, c and two number s /l and d must sati s f y 

oct + bd" o c C\t t- b+ d "" 0 

oat+bbt :n.. CC-t+ \dl<:.1 
(3.26 )I ~ I' =. I\ 

'fh e authors of Ref. 21 actually considered a subgroup of this, 

given by s e t t ing b=c =d =O. If we follow their path, u is reduced 

t o the form 
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Q; : 
--~'-d->'-l ' 'j1;\ 0. E U (2) 

__~~ Y:L. 
(3.27 ), ~ 0 

i.e., 'I is U(2)x U(l) or SU(2) ><U(l) xU(l). The ansatz we shall 

get is already simple enough for this choice of r. The five 

generators of r can be conveniently chosen as 

- ) 1 - - ) 
'I "" 2: d,u~ (<1,0,0,0) 

\4 -::: i6d1Q1 (1,1,-1,-1,0) 
(3.28 ) 

I, = 1: d.-o.-a (I, I, 0, 0,0 ) 

Now fr om the remaini ng requirements (3.22) and (3 . 23) with r i 

given by (3.28), one can easily deduce the desired ansatz in the 

regular gauge : 

w - -1-- h(r'1--\ c:0 0 -for ~ == 1. {,1. 4- , . 'S" .- ~ .. , , 


9? == d-iO'} (<?,lr), <P, (r) , ~2(dn.+ <P3lrJ-r.' V,-2(~,Cr)-Hl>.Cr))) 


Ao -=- d,Q'3- CJ, (r),J,(r), J1Cr)n-tJcr)T.'.~) -2(J,lrJ4}, (r))) 


A -=-l~ >1')- I-KCr) 
, L '3- r 

(3. 29) 
~ == SLAL) co'-'p\;"''J CO>1stc.nt 

The rest of the work is the same as before; substitute the 

ansatz into the eXi'ression for the energy, minimize that \< ith 

respect t o the radial functions and s o on. One thing we must take 

into account in such a procedure is the boundary c onditions a t 

infi~ity for the Hi09S fj ~ ld5. Th~y mU$~ ar~~oach th~ pr~scrihert 

vacuum values which ensure the correct hierarchical breaking 

pa ttern at desired scales. In terms of the fields in the ansatz, 

this corresponds to 

cP,(y-) --1 Y1-, 4>o(r) - 1 "3:l!CJ-c-f t t.) 
(3.30 )t3 (r) -d:)!~ ( i -n > her) -> ~ v-

y ~ ID~qe.\/ y~ ~v~ \0' q-e v\ 

Strictly speaking, no one has checked that a desired monopole

dyon solution exists with the above ansatz and boundary conditions. 

For the purpose of this talk, we s hall be content, as were Dokos 

and Tomaras, to observe the strong resemblance of (3.29) to the 

SU(2) ansatz (3.13) and assume that a Julia- Zee type s o lution 

exists with the asymptotic be havior K(r)-;oe-
ar

,- J(r)-->M+b/ r, 

J (r)---70(~) as r -"P. It shou 1 d be remem be red tha t r--> 00 here 
1 r 

~- ,,-c.l:y ,[,2"n5 l/;'!w<r (1 / !\QCD' i.e., r lS in the re'Ji c. ;, w'-,c.L-2 

the only unbroken groups are SU(3) c)(U(1)EM but ye t the color 

force is sufficiently weak so that the semi class ical treatment 

makes sense, 

The magnetic and the electric fields for tile configuration 

above, in the regular gauge, are given by 

f' ,.._) " _I br" 
_L r .T 

5~ E ~ 'a-r r· 1 

r-,I)O '3 y-l 1""-)cP ' (3.30 ) 

To see what c harges it possesses we must go to the unitary gauge 

wher e " r·T~ becomes T
3

. It is then decomposed into 
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..l[Q +3..(l.JT,:-:l e V'3~ 


~ =- d. ,a", (- y, -~ -~ I, 0)
eo' I I 

(3.31 )
II? 27td..-",,} (I, 1,-.2,0,0) 

The dyon carries both color and electromagnetic charges. 

At this juncture, let us make one point crystal clear, which 

is about the way the information of SU(2)M multiplet structure 

is reached at points far away from the monopole without being 

very much suppressed: Needless to say, the SU(2)M monopole group 

is spontaneously broke n at the grand unification scale. However 

its U(1) subgroup, generated, in the unitary gauge, by T
3

, is 

unbroken and the static monopo l e (dyon) field transmits the SU(2)M 

multip l et structure out to the asymptotic region. The monopole 

couples exclusively LO 'SU(L)M non-singlets, while the ordinary 

transverse excitations, the gluons and the photons, are b l ind to 

such a struc~ure. 

How does the monopole actually couple to the fermions? This 

is readily ~iven by writing out the interaction part 

q(I A~T"O'''''~ t A;T,C\fi+3'oT"O""4J)], 
(3.321 

a
where T are the SU (21 M generators and 1 and tV are the ~R and 

~L mu lt i plets given by 

a i;lJc - U < -l1, - d,l 

c-UJ 0 U,< - u~ -d l 

1f!= U,c - U, 0 - 1,1, -dJ10 lH 
u, Ul GIl 0 (3.33 )-e+ I 
d, dz. e-td J o L 

One then gets the couplings 

(C\ A3 [ -c- T3 (U 2<) _ L 1:3 (_~,<)
If r (4" U')L 2: + ( u, J 1.1, )L ~ 

UI L lb. L 

(3.34 )
+ (d 3 e) L; (d;)

I L2. -+ (d l,e+)R"d (~!)p-le+ 
L 

Indeed the members of each mu l tiplet carry distinct baryon numbers 

and the monopole above is seen to possess a potentiality for causing 

transitions leading to baryon number non-conservation. 

4. S~(2} DOUblet Fermions in the ?resellce uf d ~0{10p0ie (~}un) 

We will now go back to a pure SU(21 monopole (dyon) and put 

an isodoublet of Dirac fermion in such a field. 
The wave function 

of such a fermion is a tensor product 

'Va.; ( IA €J 1)"c 
(4.1) 

where u'" and ~ i are, respectively, a Dirac spinor and an iso

spinor. The Dirac equation then is of the form 

(dr(gdldrt ot'e~"eA;-wd.011. ')(UiV1) =0 
(4. 21 

What we wish to enphasj ze heceAfter is the relAtion h~'ween 14.21 
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and the abelian Dirac eqation we explored in some de tai l in secc ion 

2, their simi larity and the difference. 

Let us begin with the similarity. For this, we sha l l sta 

out of the core region. It is easily checked that in the asympto tic 

region, the radial component of the isospin -;:=t is conserved. 

So it is natural to decompose 3 into eigenstates of ~. 
-) 

r , which 

we have actually done in section 2 for L 
-) 

interpre t e d as spin. 

If we recall 

CH:' )1-% : .,t 'T±. 

~-elf () )(DS~ ) Si n 2 
'1;- = ( 'If . f! 1_ ( ( 4 • 3)e $,,,;: - C~S.lZ. 

:t. 

'\' can be wr i t ten as 

"If' = L1- ®"1+ + u.@1_ 
\ ~.. .. I 

where the meaning of the subscrits .±. for u will become self 

explanatory shortly . When we substitute (4.4) and t he asymptoti c 

form of the dyon field in AO=O regular gauge into (4.2), after a 

bit of algebra, we arrive at the following express ion: 

1. l( (\-(Ose)\-'~ .l(d(Jt))-'~ 1. 
{[ l'f' + 2 -~ (of +2. -,lY- er ct--m]Cl_1 0 1t 

-t \[C~ -i (- (~-s~~:)rj.q -~ (-1;.(rS))1~-'>1J u,,101- =0 

( 4.5) 

Because "1 + and 1. _ are independerlt, what we g o t are two 

s-ets of d.ecolJplen abelian flir"" ",,!u a tct()nf'. No t i c " th '" ... L / 2 factors 

They are precisely the quantized value for appe aring in (4.5). 
In other

e'g where e' =!~ is the electric charge of the femions. 

words , ~ are the wave functions for the charge doublets in the 

Furthermore each system nOW must 
unitary gauge with charges ±~. 
po s sess an extra spin -e' gr, which in fact was an isospin - :;;~ r 

A spin was created out of an isospin andin the regular gauge. 

extra angular momentumthefourth derivation ofthis is the 

promis ed in s e ction 1. 

Let us now confine ourselves to the peculiar state with total 

angular momentum J=O which will play the main role in the Rubakov'S 

phenomenon. Since this 1S the state for whi ch the extra angul a r 

momentum is anti-parallel with the Dirac spin, we may write 

_(f:tlrl'1±) (~. ~)1± = ±"l±U±- (4.6) 
ca",(r) "1~ 

and t l.J~come.5 

f-1_ ®1+ + t "1+&"1.- '\ 
(4.6)

1\-' ( ~-'l-®1.,. + ca ."1 ~@l - ) 

Working out the te n so r products, this can al so be wr itten as (3J 

I [( (f+ -L)+ If.++-)i' r)Ll.l (4.7)

'Y=2C 
(('l-T-'U~ (~.i"~Jir)tl. 

AS should be cl e a r from the preceding discussiorls, SU (2) 

Di rac equations a r e nothing o the r than thd two completely decoupled 

Nn nAW phvsi c s , ~p~ r ~ 
abeli-3.n eq:uar l.,n~ f or fr0m t he mo n()?n l f'3. 
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from the phenomena already discussed in Sect. 2, c an no t po s s i b ly 

occur for such a s y st em . But now comes the onl y and the all 

important difference, the behavior inside the core, or, in the 

limit of infinitesimal core size, the boundary condition at the 

origin (3J. Here, all we have to remember is the fact t hat all 

the fields vanish sufficiently fast as r-';>O for a non-abelian 

monopole . This means we can completely f o rget about the monop o le 

and simply study the free Dirac equation ne ar the origin, 

(lil'®TI.dl"-m1L®TI.)1f=- O. 
( L 8 ) 

To avoid confusion, we must say that there is a g ua li f i c"t i on 

about the prev10us sentence; we have not completely for gotten 

about the monopole. The special form (4.7) of cr, which we sha l l 

substitute into the free equation, knows about the monopo l e . 

~·;t.en we do this, we obtain 

(L dt -\>1) (t; -f_I + 2~ (~++'L) +i £, ('J~+~-) =0 


(ld~-lY\)(~+-\ Lj + If,:.(~T-~-)== 0 
 (4.9) 

. d
(i d, t'" ) ( ~+ - en + :2~ (.f. ++_)+ ldY' U. +.j_') == D 


(tdt+YY') (~++~-j + ii-(·t-L) = D 


The parts relevant for our discussion are those with 
2 
r 

singularity which are multiplied by g~+g_ and f++f The s e arose 

-" -, -"> I" 2 
from the ope ratlon o· V cr. r)=r' i.e., precise ly due to the 

special form of <V These singularities must be ahsenL for 

o the rwise the so lut ions for f± and g± will behave 1 ike ~ 1/r2 at 

the or i gin, a s ~ngul a rity of non-integrable natu re. This g ive s 

us the desi r e d bo unda r y condit io n s at the origin 

it t t \ = 0 
(=0 

(4.10 ) 
~+ ... "(}_ \,-_.=0 

Be h o ld tha t these condi t ions connect together the otherwise 

d e coupled wave functions u and u+ ' This coupling of states with 

di f f e r en t charges, tog e ther with quantum anomaly in r-t plane, 

will play all the tricks in inducing the Rubakov effect. 

In relation to the abo v e boundary condit i. o :],;, let us ask a 

que stion; d oes the zero energy solution, which we obtained for 

a b l e i an case, continue to exist? Rec,, '. l that the zcc~ o energy 

s ol ution was of the form 

I -f= 1~1~1= ~=-t+tr 
-"'Y'l-CT = F- ".z e (4 . 11) 

Now if we t ry to satis fy one of the conditions in (4 . 10), say 

the one for f, we may do so by choosing f =+20, and f =- 2oF. 
- r + r 

1Howe ve r in such a c as e, g-=g+=-1 IF and the boundary conditionr 

for g cannot be sat isf i e d. It is easy to convince oneself that 

no choice of f± and g± c ompat ible with (4.11) cannot simultaneously 

saUsfy (4. 1 0 ) . No zero energy no rma l izable solution exists. 
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In fact the above conclusion is valid for the case where 

the fermion mass term is an S U(2) singlet. For example the mass 

terms produced by the rleinberg - Salam Higgs field in ~ in SU (5) 

theory is such a singlet with respec t to the SU(2)M discussed in 

the previous section. If, instead, the ma ss term is generated 

by the SU (2) triplet of Higgs field, the situation is entirel y 

di fferent. In such a case the mass term has the structure m .D (2) i'·r 

and when it operates on the isospin function s "'1±' it gives the 

effective mass m q! \q\ in the abelian equations for u.t' This in 

turn changes the relation between F and G into G=- ~F and the 
\ql 

extra 	sign change provided by q/ \qi factor to, s ay , g. makes the 

boundary condition (4.10) satis fied. This zero energy solution 

i s in 	fact the one found by Jackiw and Rebbi (22J. 

This then completes our brief survey of the monopo les in 

interaction with fermions. We llUl-'e lhc 1--'ri::~t:::li(. discus.::iions have 

layed sufficient ground work and will be useful in understanding 

further, truly quantum field theoretical phenomena, as exemp l ified 

in the Rubakov ' s effect. 
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A Simple Picture of Rubakov-Callan Effects 

Hakoto Kobayas hi 

KEK 

will present a very intuitive way of understanding the Rubakov-

Callan Effect s of monopole induced baryon number nonconserva cion. 

We consider the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole for the SU(2) gauge theory. 

First let us investigate behavior of SU(2) double t fermions in the 

bac k~ round monopo le field_ Since the It Hooft-Polyakov solution is 

i nvaria.nt u."U...:.1' simul taneous tran c; fornations of the spa tial ro t ation 

and the SU(2) transformation, mo tion of fermions conserves 

L + S + T (1 ) 

whe re L, S and T are the orbi tal angular momentum, the s pin and the SU(2) 

spin, re spectively. In the fo llowing only J 0 mode is r e..levant, and 

we can descr i be it in ch~ YS diagona l repres ent a t ion as fo llows 

~ = l:~l (2) 

x _ _ 1__ 
~ '8= ( q. (r) + p (r) X' ) . 

lI C - ± ,- I 

In the a bove matrix notation for Xi ' the row vector corresponds to the 

SU(2) spin. Performing a singular gauge transforma t ion which aligns 

t he background Higg s f ield in to the third axis, we have 

x -~ X' 
± ! ~ \ &0T 

_ 1_ -1 (0 -(qf.o ± : p±)1,/8,;I'7 (3)q: -p± 
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-1 (4 )go X-r go T3 

From eq. (3 ) ",e see that charge eigenstates are q ~ p. In the f ol l owi ng 

we will denote them as 

u± (q± - P±)I!L 

(5)o± (q± + P±) I!L 

Since Xot is singu lar at r=O, P±(r=O) must vanish. Therefo re \ole 

have the following boundary condition for U± and D± 

U (t, pO) o± (t, r=O). (6) 

The Dirac equation for doublet fermions in the background 

monopole field with the zero core approximation can be \.Jritten as 

[i y"(a + Ad ) - mJIj; 0, ( 7) 
~ ~ 

'Where 

0 
Acl 
~ r1 a

"2 T Eaij 
j 

x Ir = i 

(8) 

and 

"'u"""'o m =--
"'u-mO 

+ -2- X ' T (9) 

Restricting Eq.(7) to the J=O mode we have 

( i a t - ia 1
r mu <I> o 
ia + ia Ul IU U t r (10) 

\ ia t + ia r o<PDl '"0 1
mD i a - i a 

t r 

and the boundar y condition at r=O 

<pu(t, r=O) <l>o(t, roO) (11) 

where 
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and ~D¢u c t ~: 1 (::\ (12) 

11ere i t is convenient to introdu ce th e foll o\Jing quantity def ined for 

r < ~ 

r~u( t, r) r > 0 

Ht, r) (13) 
=l¢'D (t, -r) r < 0 

£q uation (10) can be r ewritten as 

lj , - ia 
t r mer) <I> o _co < r < co (14 )1 
mer) ia + ia 

t r 

with 

mer) = IUD + (m - mD) S(r) (15)
u 

The boundary condition (11) assures continuity o( <I> at r=O. 

If we assume ID U m (cm), Eq . ( 14) is not hing but the two dimensional
D 

free Dirac equation. Therefore energy eigcnstates are simply left and 

right going plane waves without r ef l ec t ion. The left going solution, 

for examp le. describes the following process in the actual space; a 

partic le comes in and is scattered at t tle center into an outgOing D 

partic le st~ [~ . The helicity of the particle is conserved. 

In t he a bove proc e ss the char ge of the fermion is not conserved. 

Thi s charge should be considered to be transferred to the monopole, 

so that we can describe it as 

+ 0
U + M M++ + D (1 6) 

where ~IO and M++ denote the pure roonopoJ c and the doubly charged dyon 

respe~ tiv ely. To describe the above proc es s pr ec i s e l y we have to take 

into ac count the behaV ior of the gauge f i e l d as wel l as the fermion 

field inside the core r egion . This is ho....·ever out of the scope of the 

present talk. In the following we will consider the effects of the 

Coulomb interactions in a very intuit ive manner. 
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The static energy of the Coulomb electric field of the dyon is 

essentially the mass difference of the dyon and the pure monopole. If 

the kinetic energy of the initial U particle. is less than this wass 

difference, the process (16) is impossible from the energy conservation. 

However in the region very close to the core the attractive Coulomb 

energy be tween D and the d yon t-l++ -will compensa t e the mass dif f e r enc e, 

++ 
so that we can consider M + D state there. 

Now we can imagine what happens ac tually. The olltgoing 0 particle 

is pulled back by the Coulomb field of the dyon and turns the direction 

of rootion. Eventually D falls into the center and becomes the outgoing 

U particle. Then the charge of the dyon is transferred back to the 

ferroion. Since the Coulomb interaction does not change the spin state, 

the helicity of the fermion is flipped at the turning point. Therefore 

the net reaction is 

U+ + MO ~ MO + U+ (17) 

with the helicity of U+ being flipped. 

Another possible process is a pair production from rhe electric 

field between D- and M++. Suppose that a pair production of D'D' takes 

place, where D' mayor may not belong to the same doublet as D. D' 

falls into the c enter and becomes UI . Then the reaction is 

U+ + MO ~ MO + D + D'- + U'+. (18) 

In the cas e of massless ferrnions, pair production processes roust be 

dominant beca use massless particles cannot flip the helicity and the 

reaction (17) is linpossible . 

Now it should be noted that the above pair production process 

leads to the bar yon number nonconservation in the SU(5) GUT version 

of the monopole. Suppose that the SU(2 ) gauge group acts on the third 
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and fourth components of the quintet of the GUT SUeS) as usual. Then 

'ole have two doublets of fermions for che first generation: 

(19)I;:), l~~l 
Replacing the unprlined and prlined doublets in (18) by the first and 

second doublets in (19) respectively, we have 

e + M o ~ M ° + u- + u + d-
3

. (20)
1 2 

Let us estimate the cross section of the baryon number nonconserving 

processes 06BfO in the massless fermion case. Since the pair production 

processes are. only conceivable processes for the massless fermions and 

one half of possible pair productions lead to the baryon number non-

conservation, 06B#0 must be 1/2 of the unitary bound of J 0 channel: 

1 U.B. 2. 
2 0 (21)o6BfO = J=O 

E2 

Obv iously this is not suppressed by the heavy masses or exp (_1/g2) 

factors. In the massive fermion case the hE' l ;.~· i t y flip processes such 

as (17) will rake place and the calculation of rh e I ~ I _,l L':'ve l..n : -if', ilts of 

these processes will reqUire more elaborare works. 
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Abstract 

The hypothesis is made that rtl e knee in the integrated primary 

cosmic ray spectrum is due to the nucleon(antinucleon) decay products 

of monopole-antilIlonopole annihilations. The rate of such ann ih ilations 

is calculated and some s peculations on the annihilation scenario are 

presented. 
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Great interest has arisen lately on the possible existence in nature 

of magnetic ~tlonopole s. Hono poles have been searched for by phys icist s 

1
since Dirac sho '-1c cl ) that they could prov ide a reason for charge quantizatio n, 

one of the outs tanding f undamen t al prob!~s ~f our era. More recently 

pol v3 kov 2) and ind ~pendentlJ It HOof t 3) showed that monopoles exist as 

solu tions o f t he SO(3) g auge modal of Georgi-Glashm, and this stimula t e d 

mu c h subs e quent theoretical vork. In ?ar ticular, it has been shown that 

monopoles are inhe rent in gr.:md uni f ied models which, furt he rmore , pr edic t 

16 4
a monopole mass value of the order of 10 Ge V ). This continuing 

interest has recent l y surged with the reported obse rvation of a monopo l e 

5
candidate by B. Cabrera ) . HO\Jever, the upper monopole flux limit of 

Cabrera is orders of magnitude higher than those set by other experimenters 

6
and some indirect c ons iderations ) such as the number of free monopoles 

7in the Galax y consistent \.lith the survi.val of the Galactic magnetic fie ld ) , 

or the limits set by monopole induced ba ryon decays8) . 

In this pa per we \Jish to add some esoteric s peculations concerning 

possible indirect evidence for the existence of monopoles from cosmic 

ray data. Bef ore doing so, we \Jish to point out a series of prejudices 

upon whi c h our analysis is made, and emphasize the enourmous extrapolation 

we shall be making from machine energies of ~ 100 GeV to energies of 

order 10
16 

GeV . If rnonopo1es t exist, then the y should be of both types 

of magnetic charge and some annihilations bet'Ween monopoles of opposit.. ~> 

charge should occur. What can we predict about these annih i lations? 

Do ve knov the average number of particles produced, the multiplicity 

distribution or the nature and ratio of the particles produced? I believe 

the ~ n$w~ r is yes, because I believe there is evidence that annih i lations 

t In wh~ ~ follows ve ~ hall consider only pure magnetic monopoles for 

simplicitY1 vithout any electric charge i.e. we do not consider dyon s . 
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display some universal features in these properties . The data available 

on particle annihila tion is limited to ;;; :i. 4GeV for pp (IS" ~ 16GeV if 

total pp-pp differences are considered) and ;;; ~ 33GeV for e+e- a nnihila tions . 

Neverthel ess , these. two processes , so different in the proper t i e.s of the 

incoming particles, exhibit surprising similarities. Most notaDly they 

share a common, characteristic411y narrow, KNO curve and have comparable 

growth rates in average multiplic ity. In particular, both sets of aver age 

mult iplicit y can be fitted with a power growth rate i.e.<n > ~ so, vith 

6 compa [ ible t.'ith 0.28. This last observation is very biased, it s tems 

from the fact tha t recently9) A.D 'Innocenzo and have s hown that a simple 

t«o-particle branching model with only two-body decays reproduces the KNO 

curve seen in annihilations and furthermore predicts just this value of 6. 

There is another potential sour c e of information on annihilation 

processes, that provided by the study of the central region of any partir:le 

lOparticle interaction if, as some believe ), the particles created t he r e 

are produced in a generalized annihilation process. Whi l e only a small 

frac r ion of available energy flows on average to the central r~giont this 

source of information on annihilation by-passes the problem of rap idly 

decreas i ng c r oss- sections for bona-fide annihilation channels . 

N0W let us make the enourmous extrapolation that ve warneci of e3 r lier . 

Let ~s as s ume t ha t in any monopole-antimonopole annihi la tion t he same 

Kt\O mu ltiplicity structure and Cof more importance for t hi 5 work) t he 

same: average ltIul ri pl icit y gror.Jth rate occurs. If monopoles have l016CeV 

of [:,';': ; ;, then the energy available in their annihilation ie 2 lOl ("CeV . 

A reasonable fit to the total average mult ipli city <n> in known anni hil at ions 

is 3s· 28 , so the predicted rotal number of pa r ticles ~ re a t ed yould he 

<n> = 4 109 
mo nupole The average: energy of each particle wo ul d thc r e:f c r C" 

be <E> 5 106GeV 5 101\v . This follows from r he id entity <E>< n> /s. 

Most of the particles created deca y, but the protons(antiprot ons) 
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s ur v ive and contribute to the pr ima ry cosmic ray flux. VJe can also 

est ima t e fro", pr esent data that of the order of 10% of the particle 

out put should be in t he fo rm of nucleon-antinucleon. 

Thu s an immed i a t e question poses itself - Is there any peculiar effec t 

in the primary cosmic ray data at 'C 5 1015 eV? The strict answer to this 

quest ion is no. But t he re is someth i ng in the measured integrated primary 

casa i e ra y flux at an energy close enough to maintain our inter es t. 

There is the so call ed "knee" or I1bumpTl at ~ IOlSeVCsee fig. 1). Let us 

consider this knee and separate it phenomenologically from its background . 

At an order of mag n i t ude above or below the knee the integrated flux I 

is wall f itt ed by the standard p~~er lav form KE-Y, except that the values 

of K and y are d~ ff er en t i n the two tegions . We can readily fit both 

by the function al form: 

r Y 
(E 11K. + E L/ K, ) -l (1)Ib , ,. 

whe r e the subscri? t b s t ands for background and Y > Y ' so that fo r-, 2 l -,
15E» 1015eV Ib beha':cs like K2E 2, whil e ru r [ « 10 ,,\7 it behaves <lS KIL I 

A good fit to the compila t ion of HWas 
ll

) i s given by 

'1 

'2 

1. 69 

2.03 

l lKl 

l/K2 

3 10 - 20 m+ 2s +1sr+l 

2 .2 10 - 25",+2.+15r+1 (2) 

CIJHh E in eV) 

t It should be noted thac Hi llas ha c s h i fr ed downwa r ds the ex rensive air 

5ho,,"'~ r Jot.). frocu Chacal t a ya (squ.J.re s) by a factor of 1 . 5 in order to 

e..1l im.ina t e d isacco rci;l nce oc[,""ce n the va rio us da t a points. 
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The total integrated flux in the r eg ion 1018 eV > E > 1011eV can 

then be expressed as, 

(3)ICE) Ib ( E) + Ik (E) 

where the subscript k stands f o r knee. For I k we choo se the func tiona l 

f orm: 

Ae-oE (4)Ik ( E) 

This f o rr:! can be j ustified, in part, by the fact tha t just su·ch a spec trum 

i s s een in measured annihilation processes and the i ntegration o[ an 

exponential gives an exponential wi t h t he same exponent. Ho'-Oe'.'e r, 

stOr3ge of the cosmic ray particles in the ga l axy shou ld modify thi s 

fom . Our real jus tification f or (3) i s that it i s a conv~nien t phenom

enological form fr om which ve can r eadily read off the desJ rad informat ion . 

Indeed A is the t o tal int eg rated flux rate of t he knee, whil~ l/~ i s the 

average energy <E>. A good fit to the compilation ,'_- Hilla s is g iven by , 

-6 -2 - 1 -1 
A 6.6 10 m s sr 

Q -1. 53 l 0- l 5eV- l ( j) 

It shou ld be noted that the dat3 in fig. 1 is plotc. "d on an r.1. :' I(E) 

versus E basis and so the c urve shown i s our fit t o I multi pl ied by £1 . 

From (4) we deduce that, 

2. - 2 -1 
Fk 4 10- 9 cm s 

<E>k 6. 5 10\eV ( 6) 
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2. _ t 
"he r Fk t s t he 2, fl ux rate of the knc" . Fro <E>kwe can d~te~m ine 

either a ) che monopol~ mass M (if t he average multiplicity is assumed ) , 

or b) the average ann i h i lat ion mu l tiplicity (if the monopole mass is 

assumed ) . 

a) With <n> 3s · 28 
M 1014GeV (7) 

b ) With M 1016GeV <n >: 3 .1 10lC <n > 2 .5 s 
. 31 

( 8) 

whe re the las t deduction in b) used <0> ~ 16 at I:; = 20, a va lue consistent 

v ith t he results of e+e- annihilation 12 ) . Sin ce grand unified theorie s 

s ugges t the ord er of magnitude of th e monopole ma ss given in b) , ve s hall 

henc e f o rth in this analysis a SSl~e the multipl ic it y growth ra te 5. 
31 

and 

aband one our pre£ered value for 6 ( c3se a). We r £!ca ll ( ha t pO'l.,er rates 

for part icle production and grovth rates as high as s 1/3 are predicted in 

13thermodynamica l model s ) . 

Befo re proceeding in our analysis we wish to observe that alterna t i ve 

average multiplicity growt h rates yield the f ollowing corre sponding mass 

values, 

7a ' ) <n > -4.56 + 2.63lns M 4.5 10 GeV (9)ch 

a" ) <n > 2.24 + 0 .007ex p[ 2. 33 /ln (s / 0 . 04») M 7 1010GeV (10)
ch 

+ 
Bo th ex~pl e s are fits to th e e e data, and f or each ~e have assumed 

<n> = 3/2 <0 > . The f uncticn3l fo r m i n (10) i s a prediction of planarch 

pcrcu r ba tive QeD (but wi th the num~rical factors treated as free parameters) . 

We ignore, { (J( s iClp l icit y , the aC("l:l l'r ':l.tion undergone by the nucleons 

dur ing s tor ;;~ ;e " This E'lf "~ct should not incr+': .1 se <E>k by mar c th.:3n 50% . 

All aUf results roust be considered as ord er of magn itude es t imates . 
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Obviously neither is compatible with the mass scale for monopoles predicted 

by grand unified models. 

.31
Now returning to case b) with M 10 16 Gev and <n> 2.5 s '.e 

have that, 

<n> 3 10
10 

and < n~ 3 109 	 (ll) 

where <~ is the average number of 	nucleons(antinucleons) in each 

2W
annihilation. Using the value of F in (6) and the relationshipk 

2w
Fk = ~ pNV = 1/4 PNc, where DN is 	the density of nucleons(antinucleons) 

in the Galaxy which constitute the knee, we find 

(12)
P 5.5 10-19 cm- 3 
N 



With the storage time in 	the galaxy plus halo given by T = 3 1015s and 

14 
a galaxy plus halo volume ) V = 3 1068 cm 3, we can calculate the rate 

~ of nucleon production 	needed to saturate the knee flux: 

~ = NV = 5.5 1034 s -1 	 (13) 

And since each annihilation produces 3 109 nucleons this implies a 

galactic monopole annihilation rate of, 

25 -1
Rate of annihilations 10 s (14) 

25
Thus the number of monopoles annihilating per second wc u1d be 4 10 . 

An estimate of the number of monopoles in the gal axy(plus halo) can 

then be made, in the usual way, by calculating the number that have 

annihilated since the birth of the galaxy assuming a time independent 

annihilation rate given by (14). 

43
No of monopoles in galaxy plus halo 10 (15) 

To put this last number in perspective, we note that the Cabrera flux 

value, if uniform throughout the galaxy and halo(and if 8M = 10-
3
), would 

52imply 10 monopoles. So our estimate is nine orders of magnitude below 

the Cabrera limit and well within most other published upper limits. 

What is the possible annihilation scenario? Many authors dismiss 

monopole annihilations as insignificant. One of the reasons is that 

monopoles are so massive that they are dynamically impervious to the 

presence of another monopole not withstanding the strong magnetic force 

between them. Consequently monopole capture, let alone annihilation, 

is a highly improbable phenomena. To bypass this difficulty we shall 

assume the monopoles are alrcady (in sufficient number) in bound dipole 

states. This could be an inherence [ rom the early history of the 

Universe or, more proble~atically, a consequence of monopoles binding 

gravitationally to stars, since in this latter case high densities and 

low relative velocities between monopoles enhance dipole formation. As 

an aside, we note that magnetic dipoles would not be subject to acceleration 

out of the galaxy(unlike free monopoles) and are thus not subject to the 

limits on free monupoles set by the existence of a gala ctic magnetic field. 

Let us consider a couple of example of these dipoles which we shall 

treat clas sically(fig. 2). From the Dirac quantizatiun condition the 

minicum value for che rnac [: itude of the magnetic char ge !gj = 3.29 10-8 

ma;.n.;rells. Consider a dipole formed f r om t .......o monopo l es with magn e tic 

charges ~I gi. If the seperation L between the monopo les (treated ~$ point 

particles) is say 2 lO-Scm. then t he magnetic field strength that each 

monopole experiences is B ~ l02gauss . Such a dipole is stable everywhere 

except perhaps within stars. Its orbital velocity(in its center of m~ss 

-2 -1
f rame ) is u :::: 4 10 cm s and it radiates ene r gy at the rate given by 

th e class ical formula P = 2 x 1. ~ 2 
(u) 
.? 

- in which g replaces the electric 
3 c 

c harge. U 'Je denote by T the time such a dipole takes to radiate away 

sufficient energy to reduce its seperation by just 1%, we find 

12
T ~ 10 x Age of Universe. The reason one obtains this huge number is thac 
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(~)2 « I / H2 and M i s 10
16 

GeV. Such ~ dipo l e is prac tically a sta ble 

particle. 

The situation is very different for d ipoles sepa rat ed by t~o f ermi, 

18L 2 10-13 cm . In this case B " 10 gauss(:) and T = 2 l OSs . Furthermore 

at these distances the fermionic condensates of the monopoles mix and 

may even annihilate, trigge ring the t ota l a nnih ila t ion of the dipole. 

These condensates play an essential role in monopole ind lJced baryo n decay. 

Certainly belo~ thi s value of L ~e cannot co nt inue to use c la ssical 

arguments. 

The pro blem of finding a mechanism f or annihilation t hus reduces to 

-5
e."<plaining hou a dipole of dimension 10 em say, shr inks t o one of a fe \..· 

fermi. The only possibilit y that '"-"e can co nceive is that this occurs when 

the dipole is orbiting the ou ter layers of a star. In the presence of 

a plasma a dipole can l ose energy by the interaction ~ith the plasma . 

There are s ev era l uays to see this, but one i s to no te that a ro tating 

dipole produces an electromotive for ce on any char ged par ticle in it s 

vicinity. For example, an e lect ro n initially a t rest in the dipole cent er 

of mass frame ~ill be accelerat ed by the varying magnetic field of the 

r o t a t ing monopoles and the energy it gains can only corne at t he ex pense 

of the dipole. As a co nsequenc e of t his sc e nar i o, annihilations would onl y 

t 
occur for di poles gravitationally bound to stars. 

Hot.' can our hypothesis be t ested? The simp lest t es t is the iden ti 

ficat ion of the par ticle nature of cosmi c L iyS in the knee. \.Je predict 


that these are protons -antiprotons in equal numb e r s. El sewhere in the 


cosmic ray spectrum up per limit s t o the .~. Ol..: : ~, roton con tent of .:: 10-
4 


have been reco rded. Such a test i s also essen tial for the most popula r 


Since somewhat l ess than half o f ~ n tl ':" :l i lation prod uc ts would pen etra t e 

the s tar and be l os t to the cosmic ray f lux our annihil;:H: lo n r ate shou ltJ 

be increased by up to a f acto r of two . 

incerprecation of the knee _ that it consists of iron nu clei i which 

have undergone a parti cu l a r accelerat i on proces s . There i s another t est 

which depends upon our annihilation scenario. If annihilations OCcur 

around stars, th en some annihilations should be occuring around the Sun . 

t\O'.... ·..Ie can se t an uppe r limit on this number fr om the limit on th e asymmetry 

and the diurnal variations of co~mic r~ys in th e kn ee reg ion. We f i nd 

t ha t the number of annihilations a r ound the sun cannot exceed 106s-1. 

This means that the sun cannot be a t yp i ca l s ou rce of annihilations 

( other~ise the ga lactic annih ilation rat e ~ould be < 10175 - 1). This i s 

no t uithout precedent , si nce it has long been known that t he s un is a 

poor source of cosmic rays in genera l and o f energe tic cosmic ra ys in 

particular (E > 10 GeV) by severa l o rders in magn itude. Ho~ever, some 

annihilations shou ld occur and a pa r ticular signature of such eVents 

uould be t he detec tion o f neutrons(antineutrons) in the primary knee 

flux. These particl es being highly relativistic, live long eno ugh t o r ~a c h 

the ea rth almost without a tt enuatio n. 

Finally, ~e conclude on a historical no te . The id ea that annih i l a tions 

of one sor t or ano th er might contribute t o the cosmic ray flux dates 

ba ck to 1942 ~hen F.A. Millika n, V.H. Neher an d W.H . Pickering lS ) s uggested 

t hat nuclear annih ilations cou ld explain the various knees or iginally 

se~n in cosmic ray da ta . As the dat a improved these knees dissapeared 

(and nou only the one we ha ve been cons idering in this work ex i s ts and 

refus es t o go a~ay). A rew years l ater O. Klein 16 ) considered the 

conseq uences of the annihilation between matter galaxies and an ti-matt er 

galaxies . These ideas ha ve not bo r n great f ruit, we can only hope that 

ou r vers i on is a little more s uccess ful . 

The au thor ~i shes t o t hank the th eory g ro up at KEK and Steve Ol sen 

for pat ient and helpful discussions. He al s o wi shes t o ta ke this opportunity 

of thankIn g KEK for the hospitality afforded t o him during his stay in 

h~. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. The primary(int eg r at e d)cosmic ra y spectrum mult iplied by El 
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Abstract 

We propose to searc h for supe rheav y magnecic monopoles wi~h 

a SQUID-fluxmeter, which may be trapped in old ferromagne ti 

ma terials on the earth. 

A prototype version of the SQUID- detector made up has shown 

satisfying stability for cont i nuous running of more t han 5 0 hou rs . 

By using a larger-scale detector of this t ype under cons t ruction, 

we intend to perfo rm thre e kinds of e xper i me nts (i) a search for 

monopoles in iron magne ric sands of o Kg, (ii) in grace - bars of 

200 Kg if the re-trap is possible and (nil in iron o r e s in the 

sintering process for 150 hours. 

Since the present experimental limits on slow mono poles are 

very high, the substantia l improvement is poss ible wi th the e xpe ri

ments proposed here. 

§l. Introduction 

The problem of detecting very massive magnetic monopoles 

(10 15 ~ 10 17 GeY/c 2 ) suggested by Grand Unified Theoreis has attracted 

considerable attention since Cabrera found one candidate event. (1) 

From the stand point of view of cosmology and particle physics, 

it is very important t o obtain the monopole flux or to lower the 

limi ts of it. 

In this report we would like to discuss a search for monopoles 

which might be trapped magnetic ally in materials on the earth. (2) 

Appreciable concentrations of trapped monopoles are expected in 

old ferromagneti c ores, albeit the very poor a b undance in the cosmic 

ray flux. It is no r p r a c t icabl e t o wait :01" incident monopoles 

because of t~e diff icul t y of too l o ng-te r m ope ra~ion of the SQUID

f luxmete ~ and the smc~l s ize of our detector. 

The Drinciple of our exper i menc is the fallowi ng: w.~en ferro

magnetic mat'c r i ais are Clea i:ed above t hei. r Curie point, the SUDer

heavy GUTs mono pole s will be rele as ed and diffuse downward . We 

can detect them by us i ng a SQUID - f l uxmei: e r. (3) 

We have made up a prototype ver s i on of SOUID - search coil 

s vstem , which will be disc us sed in detail in §2 . Next, in §3 the 

scabili ty of i:he decectvr is examined for more than 50 hours with 

and/or without tr~a l samples . In §4 ·.Ie propose Three k inds of 

expe r i me nts with a larger - s c a l e detector, which shoul d s ubstan 

t i a ll y l owe r the presen t expe rimental limits on the mono pole flu x 

at the ea r th . 
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§ 2 . Experimentals 

We have made up a prototype version of a superconducting 

SQUID-search coil . The outline is shown in Fig. 1. Samples are 

heated above their Curie point in a furnace placed strictly above 

the search coil. 

Furnace Furnace is built of firebrick in wh i ch nichrome wire is 

filled. It is possible to heat samples to a temperature above 

10000C, higher than the Curie point of iron, 770°C . The dis c ance 

between the furnace and the search coil is 130 cm. The effect of 

the geomagnetic field on released monopoles is negligibl e fo r tnis 

distance. 

Search Coil Depending on the size of immedia telY avai lab l e De'.ar 

system, the diameter of search coil was determine d to be 30 mm.'·') 

Search coil is composed of four-turns of niobium wire wound on a 

g l ass tube 30 mm in diameter. All parts are shielded with a super

conducting lead foil closed at the bottom. 

0) It is not useful to increase the nu mb er of turns regardless 

of matching to the SQUID. A few turns are proper for a search 

coil of O.OOS inch wire, a :ew centimeters in diameter. We are 

now constructing another SQUID-detector with a search coi: 80 mm 

in diameter. 

SQUI D A model SQE-I02 system with SP-probe by S.H.E. Corp. is 

used . Final vOlc age ou t put of noise is 2 mVp-p when the time 

constant is one second. 

Magnecic Shield At first only the superconducting shield was 

made. ,,) It was assured that noise is not created by moving a 

s mall magnet in the exterior region of glass Dewar. But due to 

the t rapped geomagnetic field inside the shield, minute vibrations 

of sear~~ coil Can create appreciable noise signals. The SQUID, 

the flux transformer and the associaced wiring were set up as 

r~gidly as poss ib l e . A Mumetal cylinder closed at the bottom is 

se~ at roam tempe r at u re s urro unding the whole system, that reduces 

the Earth's magnetic field to a few milligauss. Then very stab l e 

performance o f the SQUI D de ~ e cy or was obtaine d. 

Calibr a t ion The de t ector sensi t ivity has be~ n calibra ted in the 

f ol l owing way. We have measured the SQUI D r es ponse to a known 

magne t i c flux produced by a calibratio n solenoid coil, which fl u x 

c or~espond s to that of the monopole passing through the search 

COi l . The voltage c ut PUt of the SQUID was 20.6 mV. This value 

,., ) Magnet ic sh i e l d is esse n t ial to handle a SQUID . The term 

of ~agne tic shield bears a double meaning in : his Case. One is 

magnetic shield in itse l f , the other is to make a low field 

r egion . In order to at t ai n good magnetic shield, it is most 

feasi b le to use supe ~conducting materials. 
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is unders coo d to be the smaller one because the sea rch coil is 

pos it ioned close to s upe rconducting shield a nd ex?eri ences a 

larger magnetic fl ux for the real monopole than t hat of the 

c alibra-:: i on solenoid c oil. On the other hand we o bta i n 1>1 mil 

as " he voltGge o utput for Dirac's monopole b y calculating t he 

s elf- ind uctanc e o f the superconduc ting circuit . We can c O:1c lude 

that the voltage output o f the SQUID stands between 20. 6 mV a nd 

41 mV. 

§3 . Res ults 

Several permanent ma gne t s available at our l a bor atory were 

studied as t rial sample s . The Tc ta l weight of magne"s Wa5 700 grm. 

We have al s o operated the detector fo r 50 ho urs s uccessfully to 

obta i n t he stabil ity for a long pe ~iod of time . 

In f ig. 2 are reprod uced the recorder t ~ace which shows the 

continuous runn ing of 50 hours wi t ho ut s a mp le heating anc several 

hours runn i ng under the operat io n of t he f u r nac e . The width of 

the 1:r a ce c orre s ponds to the noise of 2 onV mentioned before . 

The d i sturbance at midwa y in f ig . 2(a) was caused by the vibration 

on liquid n itrogen t ransfer . S i gna l s due to .he real monopole 

.,hou l d be a sh i!'t from the ba.seline of ene t!"ace by abo u t 20 times 

of t he noise leve l. The direct i on of s hift d e pends on t~e s i gn of 

the monopole c ha.rge . 

We canno t see any significant deflection in the recorde r 

trace. 

§ 4. Fut ure Plan s 

The iron ore is one of the mos~ favourabl e materia l s for trap

ping of magnetic mono>,ol es . \'e inte nd to carry out Three differ

e nT exper iments by ~ourtes y of Kobe Steel, Ltd.. The first is the 

heaTing e xperiment 0: ,he iron grate-bars <•., hich are parts of a 

conve yor running Through a s in tering furnace . ThE sin-:: 2 ~ing 

furnace proc esses 1.8. 10 6 tons of o re G ~nually . Mon~poles may 

be released f rom iron ores in the sintering process and will be 

re-trapped in gracE- bars if possible somewa y . Grate -bars used 

day and night f o r two years have been already supplied by Kobe 

Ste e 1. Its t otal weight is 2 00 Kg . 

f or o ur seco nd e xpe r ime nt , the simi~ar way of measuring on 

he iron magnetic sand ~f 2 00 Kg is being planned , whi~h is a~ so 

?rovided by t~e co~pan y . The third plan is 1:he per forma~ce of the 

ex pe ri..me !i L in "t h e ya.rd o f KODf; S~eel . T!te ce~~_~~ll." pl5.c~d be:'D f.'; t he 

sinte!"'ing i.Jrnac e w ~ll Hai t: :or ~eleG..sed monopole.;; f~om t.he heated 

ores for lSO hours . We are goin g 1: 0 seart these expe r ime"ts as 

soon as the c onst~~ction of a larger search coil 80 rom in d iame t er 

completed . 

\~e wish "to 1:han:'" K. Yas kawa. for gr<in"ting t nG use of Mumetal 

c ylinder- and K. Ya maga1:a for many stiml:la1:in g a nd he : pi ul di s c '.ls 

sions. I. e are also grate fu l to KOBE STEEL , LTD . fo r tn", i r c oo per 

dt:io n . 
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Figure Captions 


Fi g. 1. Schemat ic draIJi.ng of t he SQUID-detector. The f igures 


stand for the size in mm . 


Fig. 2. Recorder traces. (a) shows typ i cal d isturbances . Dri f t 


is observed at the initial stage of opera t i o n. Another d i sturb

ance is also observed on l i.~ ·., id nitro gen transfe r. (b) is an 


example of the trace on heating a samp le magnet. (c) is a part 

Search 

of the trace on contin uo us running of 50 hours without sample 
coil 

heated . (4-Turns) 

o 
~ 

1 
Spacer 

Fig.1. 
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A SEARCH FOR SLOWLY MOVING MAGNETIC MONOPOLES' 

Fumiyoshi Kajino 

Institute for cosmic Ray Research 
University o f Tok yo 

Midori -cho, Tan ashi-shi 
Tok yo, 188 Japan 

ABSTRACT 

A search for slowly moving mag netic monopoles 
is being performed using scintillation counters and 
proportional c hambers which are situated on the 
ground at se a level. An 'energy threshold is set at_II 
1/20 minimum ionization. Ao uppe r limit of 2. 5 7x l O 
cm-2 s r-lse c -l for the flux o f magne tica lly charge d4
partic le is s e t at the v e loci ti e s be t ween 1.OxlO- c 
and 1. ox lO- 2c, with 90\ co nfidence leve l. 

Introd uction 

Exi stence o f magnetic monopoles was f i rst suggested by 

Diracl in 1931 , but this t heory could not predict the ma ss of 

the magnet ic monopol es . The mass of the magnet i c mo no poles 

2 3 
was firs t pred i cted b y 't Hoo ft a nd polyakov in 1 97 4. 

4 
The monopo le mas s m is expressed b y t he formula , m = Cm / n ~ 1 0 g g yJ 

GeV , where C is a nume ri ca l coeffic ient of an or der 1, row is a 

typ i cal vector boso n mass ~ 10 2 GeV , and a i s the gauge coupli ng 

conslant. In case tha t this concept i s appl i ed to the Georg e 

"lashO\,, ' s SU (5 ) £ r and ~i f i e d !heor/ (GUT) , the mass is expressed 

1 016 

9 x x 


induce the tra n sition from gu a rk s to leptons. 

a s m _ Cm /a ~ GeV, where m is the mass of X bo s ons which 

Th i s work is being perfor med by membe r s of t he MUTRO N 
coll abo ration: T. Kitamur a, Y. Oha shi , A . Okada , K. ~lit su~ , 
S . ~1ats u no , 1. Na kamura , T . lIo k i, y , Yua n ( I CRR) ; S. Oza ki , 
S . Higas hi, T. Tak a ha s hi (Osaka City Uni ve rsity) , 

Fig.2(a ) Fig. 2(b) Fig.~) 
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The masses predicted by GUTs are so heavy that neither 

accelerators nor cosmic rays can produce magnetic monopoles 

through interactions. J f they are truly in existence , they 

must be created at a period of birth of the Universe according 

to the standard Big Bang modelS Fig.l shows the velocit~e s 
6of the magnetic monopoles as a function of their masses . 

They are accelerated in various magnetic fields such as 

terrestrial, solar and galactic magnetic fields. GUT monopoles 

16with the mass o f ~ 10 GeV are estimated to be accelerated by 

the galactic magnetic fields up to a velocity about 10-2 c by 

taking account of Goto's7 and Lazarides's8 models. In order 

to keep the galactic magnetic fields intact, they cannot be 

reduced faster than the time-scale to generate the fi eld s on 

the basis of the Dynamo theory . This leads to the Per ker's 

-16 -2 -1 -1
limit of the flux of the monopoles of about 10 cm sr sec . 

If the monopoles are being trapped in the solar s ystem , 

their velocity will be about 10-4 c which is the escape veloc ity 

from the system and the velocity of the earth in it. Thus it 

is important to search magnetic monopoles with velocities 

-4 -2
between 10 c and 10 c . 

Recently, it was pointed out by Rubakov 9 and otherslO,ll 

that the monopoles will induce baryon decays . Possible decay 

modes are predicted to be p,n + e+ + pions in the minimal SU(5) 

GUT . A mean free path of the moving magnetic monopoles to 

induce the baryon decay will be less than an order of s trong 

llinteractions . 
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Experimental Apparatus 

Fig .2 s how s the experimental apparatus to search magnetic 

mono poles . This appara tus consists of 6 layers o f scintilla

tion coun te rs, 9 l aye rs of proportional chambers and 14 layers 

of iron absorbers . Each layer of the scintillation counters 

cons i s ts of 19 scintillators, each size of which is 240cm x20cm 

~ l cm. Each scintillation coun ter has two photomultiplier tubes 

(PMT) attached at the ends through light guides . SCSN 20 

scintillators and R594 PMTs are used. Each layer of proportion

al chambe rs consists of 4 chambers, each effective volume of 

whi ch is 246 cmx92cm x 2cm . Mixed gas of 90% argon and 10% CH ~ 

flows inside. Thickness of each iron absorber is 12 cm for 

inner 12 layers and 1 cm for outer 2 layers . Even if the 

Ruba kov t ype interactions are induced by the moving magnetic 

monopoles, the d etector can detect monopoles, because as the 

suf f i cien t ly thick iron layers can absorb decay particles so 

the t i me seque nce of each layer does not been prevented by such 

decay par t i ~ le s. The detector is situated on the ground at sea 

level in Tokyo. 

A block d iagra m of a data aquisition system is shown in 

Fig. 3. The average value of the high voltage supplied to each 

P~1T is about 1500 V. Gains of the PMTs are about 5xl05 . Gains 

of amplifiers are set at 50 and discriminator levels are set at 

50 mV 'Nhich corresponds to 1/20 minimum ionization energy loss. 

Two signals of the PMTs on each scint i llation counters are 

coincided 'Nith each other . 

Fast Time to Digital Converter (TDC) has 6 inputs of stop 

signals, each of which is generated by OR signal of the scinti



llation counters of each layer . Its time resolution is 0.5ns/ 

count , and its full scale is 510 ns. S l ow TDCs have 60 ch 

inputs of stop s i gnals , each of which is generated by OR signals 

of two of the scintillation counters. Each of their time 

resolutions is 50 ns/count and each channel consists of 16 bits 

scaler. The coinc i denced discriminator outputs from 11 4 s c i nti 

llation counters are registered in Input Buffers. Eight anal og 

outputs from PHTs are fed into the summing amplifier. Its out

put is fed into each of Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) . 

Each of 36 proportional chambers has linear amplifier and 

logarithmic amplifier . The output signals from linear ampli

fiers are d~scriminated at 1/20 of minimum ionization and 

discriminator outputs go to 36 inputs of TDCs . Each of t he i r 

time resolutions is 50 ns/count and each channel consists of 

16 bits scaler . Pulse heights of logarithmic amplifiers are 

registered in 36 ADCs . 

A principle diagram of a trigger method is shown in Fig . 4 . 

Trigger signals are generated using the signals from respect ive 

layers of the scintillation counters . A signal from the f i rst 

layer generates a gate signal for the second layer. If a signal 

from the second layer comes in the duration of the ga te, next 

gate signal for the third layer is generated . The sequential 

process continues up to the 6th layer. Thus the trigg e r si gnal 

is generated by the successive delayed coincidence o f six layer s , 

and it is possible to trigger for particles which pass throug h 

the detector from opposite direction . 

4
The area-solid-angle product for the detector is 5 . 49XI0

cm2sr. This value must be doubled for the heavy magn~t i c 

monopoles predicted by GUTs because they could penet r a t e the ea rt h . 
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Energy Loss of Magnetic Monopoles 

Ionization energy losses of magnetic monopoles at low 

velocities for carbon (scintillator) and argon were calculated 

12
by Ritson using Thomas-Fermi statistical mode l of atomic wave 

functions, which are shown in Fig.S . The energy threshold of 

our detector is set at 1/20 the minimum ionization energy loss . 

Thus the velocities greater than ~ 1.3xIO-4c for the scinti 

llation counters and ~ 3 . SXIO- 4c for the proportional chambers 

can be measured with our detector according to this model . 

If the Rubakov type interactions occur, the energy loss is 

large enough to detect the monopoles even at low velocities less 

- 4 than ~ 10 c. 

Resul ts 

The apparatus is being run . Data of about 19 days in live 

time are analized only using scintillation counters. No candi

date for the magnetic monopole is obtained. 

Thus we can set an upper limit of 2 . 57XIO-llcm-2sr-lsec-l 

for the flux of magnetic monopoles at the velocities between 

-4 -2
l . OxlO c and 1.OxlO c, with 90% confidence level. 

Comparison with Other Results 

Our result for the upper limit flux of magnetic monopoles 

is sholm in Fig.6 with other results ll ,13,14 . 

J.D. 	Ullman have reported the resu l ts of upper limit for 

4
slowly moving particles at velocities between 3 . 3XIO- c ~ 1.2x 

10-3c . Proportional counters were used for his experiment and 

the energy threshold was set at twice the muon ionization loss 

peak. So his experiment may be excluded for magnetic monopoles 

search by the Ritson's calculation . 
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Figure Captions 

Fig .l : Vel o c i t ies of magnetic monopoles which are accelerated 

by various magnetic fields, as a function of masses. 

Fig . 2: Schematic view of monopole dete c tor. 


Fig . 3: Block diagram of data aquisition system. 


Fig.4: Principle diagram of trigger method. 


Fig.5: Ratio of ionization energy loss to minimum ionization 

of magnetic monopoles in carbon (scintillator) and argon, 

as a function of velocity B. The energy threshold of 

our detector is also shown . 

Fig . 6 : Compilation of experimental upper limits on the flux of 

ma gne ti c mo nopoles as a function of velocity 8. 
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SEARCH FOR SLOW MAGNETIC MONOPOLES IN COSMIC RAYS 

S.HIGASHI, S.OZAKI and T.TAKAHASHI 


Physics Department, Osaka City University, sug imoto, 


sumiyoshikU, 	 Osaka, Japan 


and 


K.TSUJI 


Physics Department, Kinki University, Higa sh i-Osaka , 


Osaka, Japan 


been searched i n The super heavy magnetic monopoles have 


designed to
the cosmic rays with the detector which is 

discriminate the pulses from the proportional counters at 

particles .induced by the minimum-ionizing1/20 of the pulses 
12 2 for thethe flux is 2.1xl0- /cm sr secThe upper limit of 

. -3 -3 

monopoles havl.ng t = 1xl 0 to 4xl0 0 


Since the grand unified theories [1-3] predict the existence 

of the magnetic monopoles which may have a mass of the order 

16 2
of 10 GeV/c , numerous experiments [4-8] have been carried 

out to find these particles in the primary cosmic rays. They 

were supposed to be created at the time of so called big bang 

and have been survived untill now with interacting on the 

matter or the field in the universe. Consequently their velo

cities [9-11J are expected to distribute widely at rather 

small value of f~10-2 to 10- 4 where f is the ratio of a parti 

cle velocity to the speed of light. The values off estimated 

are depending, of course, on the astrophysical arguments, 

such as how they are interacting with the surrounding matter 

or accelerated by the galactic magnetic field and so on. In 

some case, the regeneration of the galactic field may limit 

the velocities of the monopoles and also the flux of these 

particles. One of the basic idea to detect the monopoles on 

which the previous searches have been designed to distinguish 

them from t~e other kinds of the particles, is the heavy 

ionization of the monopoles in a matter due to the magnetic 

charge carried by them . This is true when these particles 

have the velocities close to that of light. However if the 

astrophysical arguments described above is correct , the 

values of f of the monopoles incident to the earth will be 

-2 -4 
as small as~lO to 10 and these speeds are similar to or 


less than that of the electrons moving around inside the 


atoms. In these cases there seems no reason to allow the 


extension of the theoretical formula for the ionization loss 
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[12] 	 in a matter by the monopoles obtained at f~l to the case 

-2of f as low as 10 or less. So a couple of theoretical 

calculations have been carried out to compute the ionization 

loss for these small value s off' although these calcula tions 

are still preliminary results . For instance, according to 

K. Hayashi's calculation [13] the ionization loss by the 

monopoles is given by the formula of ~(100f)3 GeV/cm in water 

approximately. This will give less than 1 MeV/cm att less 

3than 10- which 	 is almost 1 / 10 of the energy loss by the 

minimum-ionizing 	particles. This forced us to set the bias 

to discriminate the output pulses from the d e tector as low 

as possible, preferably less than 1/20 of that corresponding 

to the minimum-ionizing particles in order to operate the 

detector without 	lossing any candidate of 'the monopoles. 

According to S.P.Ahlen et al [14] , the ionization loss is 
-2 5: {,<on. -3 

approximately 20 MeV/g cm in ~ at t~lO , which is r a t her 

large ionization. Table 1 shows the list of the experiments 

which have been performed recently to search the superheavy 

monopoles in the cosmic rays . From the standpoint of the 

·ionization loss in the detector they , except one, seems to 

us to use rather high bias voltage to detect the monopoles. 

The estimations of the monopole flux incident to the 

earth from the outer space are widely distributed from a few 

4to the order of 10 or more per year per square kilometer 

depending on the model used . From the experimental results 

so far obtained , only the upper limits have been given on 

-10 - 12 2the monopole fluxes of the order of 10 ~10 /cm sr sec, 
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except one which is performed by using the superconducting coil 

to detect the monopoles and he found one event giving the flux 

2 So for designing the apparatus for
6.1xlo- 10 /cm sr sec [5] . 

the monopole hunting, the effective area of the detector is 

In this experiment
also the other factor to be considered . 


the array of the proportional counters are used to have wider 


area of the detection . 

The apparatus consists of five layers of the proportional 

counters, the distance from the top to bottom layer being three 
2 

meters as shown in Fig. 1 . Each layer has 12 counters, 5X10cm 

and 500 cm long. One counter has two sense wires and a ground 

wire . A gas mixture of 90 % Ar and 10 % CH4 is overflowed. 

All of the counters are operated with a common 2300 volt power 

supply whi ch is still in the plateau region at the relation 

of the counting rate ver s us the applied voltage but almost 

30 0 volt higher than the starting point of the plateau . 

Usually the gain of the proportional counters a s the function 

of the applied voltage V is expressed by a exponential law 

So if the bias vo ltage of di sc~imina-exp (c! x V) where o(~O. 01. 

.tor is set for the pulses due to the passages of the minimum

ionizing particles at 2000 volts , then at the 2300 working 

volts the pulses corresponding to the one twentieth of the 

minimum-ionizing particles could pass through the discrimi

nation level. The output pulses from each counter are fed 

into his own one shot multivibrator which make a square pulse 

of lO~s long and a delayed signal at the end of the square 

pulse. The output pulses are also fed to the trigger circuit 
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to make a master pulse, which is a sort of a success ive 

delayed coincidence. With this circuit one can be sure that 

the time sequences of the pulses which generate the master 

pulses are delayed mo notonously from top to bottom or from 

bottom to top layer. The master pulse starts the 20 MHz clock 

generator and clock signals are fed to the 8-bit scaler. 

Secondly, the delayed signals from each channel initiate to 

l o ad the datum o f the scaler to 8-bit shift register of 

corresponding channel. Time informations stored to these 

shift registers will be recorded on a paper tape. 

Since the apparatus has been operated at sea l eve l, a veto 

pulse is necessary to prevent the tr iggering of the circuits 

by the passage o f the s ingle muons in the cosmic rays. In the 

case o f the proportional counters whi ch are used in this 

experiment, the drift velocity of the electrons in the gas 

will be 1 mml 20 nS. In o ur geometry the drift length is 

2.5 cm. So the time jitter of the pul ses induced by a single 

particle among the counters will have at most 500 ns. Thus 

the veto pulse which may take ou t the contribution of the 

single muons from the data has been generated by the 4-fold 

coincidence among the counters of the first to f ourth l ayer , 

with the time resulution of l;Us. With this circu i t the 

fastest particle whi c h can be detected with the set up is 

3 mil)' s or f =10-
2 

in the case of vertical inc idence, since 

the master pulses can be produced only when the time di f f er

ence between the top layer and the bottom is longer than l )"s . 

Slowest particle is 3 m/ lO~s which is limited by the length 

of the square pulses 10~S. Beside these conditions, the 

fluctuation of the drift time of the electrons or the reading 

error of the system makes wider the range of the velocity of 

the monopoles to be detected. Unfortunately the counter array 

cannot allow to determine the arrival direction of the inci

dent particles in the two dimensions. So the value of the f 
computed is evaluated with the assumption of the ve rtical 

incidence of the particles in the direction parallel to the 

counter axis. 

After 9 months running of the apparatus with the monopole 

triggering where almost all of the events due to the single , 

muons were re jected by means of the veto pulses, 40300 e ve nts 

have been recorded. On these events, the f o llowing three 

requireme nts are applied to select the candidates for a mono

pole trajectory. First one is that a t lea st one of t he count

ers at the fifth layer which is loca ted at the middle of the 

array must be hit within the proper timing and total number 

of the counters hit in one event is less than 8 . Then to go 

to the next step, all of the combinations of the counters hit 

has been made with a condi tion of taking out one counter from 

each l a yer from the first t o fifth. Second requirement i s a 

geometrical condition that a straight lin e has t o be able to 

draw through the inside of the counters selected. For this 

purpose the l eas t square metho d is appl i ed to the ? o sitions 

of the sense wires of the counters . Then OIL) wh ich is the 

r oo t mean square deviation of th e wire positions from the 

straight l ine obta i ne d has been computed and thi s v alue must 
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be less than 2.2 em to classify the track as the mono pole 

candidates. The above requirement for locating all of t.h e 

selected counters on a straight line, D (L) less 2. 2 cm, has 

been determined from the results of analyzing the even t s whi c h 

are generated artificially on the assumption that a muon pass 

through the counter array. The third one is the condition for 

the timing informations of the output pulses of these counters. 

The least square method is applied also to the timing data by 

assuming that the arrival times of the pulses have a linear 

relation to the positions of the counter layers. Then the 

inclination of the straight line obtained could be the inverse 

of the velocities with which t.he particle passed through ·the 

array and the root mean square deviation D(l /f) on the timing 

data are also computed to test the correctness of the straight

ness assumption on them. The limit of the value of D(l /r) 

have been computed also for the events produced artificially, 

in which the particles pass straightly through the coun ter 

array with all possible combinations of the incident direct i o n 

and position, satisfying the requirements to generate the 

master pulses and the electrons ejected along the pass of the 

particles drift to the sense wire with the velocity of 1 rom/ 

20 ns. From the distribution of the D(l/f) thus obtained, 

one can conclude t.hat the value of D(l/ r) should be less than 

200 ns if the data are generated by the passage of a single 

particle. Following these analyses, the tracks which satisfy 

t he above conditions D(L)<.2.2 cm and D(l /f) < 200ns, are 

classified as the monopole candidates. If one event has more 

than one track satisfying the conditions, the one having the 

sma l l es t D(l/f ) will be registered as the candidate. The 

distribution of the values of 1/p of these candidates is 

shown in Fig. 2 for I/f larger than 100. The tracks having 

1/f less 150 could be considered the one due to the incident 

muons since in some case it is possible to make such velo

city by the delay of the arrival time to the sense wires 

with some fluctuations of the drift velocity, emission of 

knock on electron by the incoming particles or the reading 

error. The other feature of the I /f distribution is that 

no track has been found to have I/f larger than 250. This 

makes i t possible to set the upper limit of the flux of the 

magnetic monopoles in the . cosmic rays at 90 % confidence 

-12 2 ' 
level as 2.1xlO Icm sr sec for the monopoles for f less 

than 4xlO- 3 , since the aperture of the counter array is 

2 52.3 m sr and the time of the observation is 231xl0 sec. 

In the range of I/f between 150 and 250, there are 38 tracks 

found, which is similar to the number of the tracks expected 

from the accidental coincidences among the counters of the 

five layers satisfying the above requirements. At present 

the est i mation of the accidental coincidence is so rough 

that it does not mean to reject the possibility to find the 

true track due to the magnetic monopoles in the events after 

a fine analysis. 

Table 1 shows the fluxes of the magnetic monopoles in the 

cosmic rays observed by our experiment and the others per

formed by the method similar to ours. Our detector con

structed by the proportional counters has the merit that it 
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is easy to operate them with low discrimination l-ov-ol for 

the output pulses from the counters as low as 1 /20 of that 

corresponding to the mini mum-ioniz ing particles without any 

increase of the background counts. Also it is eas y to have 

large area of the detector with negligibly small de pendence 

of the pulse height on the spatial position . However I it 

is necessary to measure the inclination of the partic le 

trajectory in order to improve veloci ty information . It is 

planned to add two la yers which se r ve position data along 

5 m long sense wires and pulse height data . At present, 

the upper limit of the monopole fl ux in the cosmic rays at 

90 % confidence level has been con c luded to be 2.1 x lO- 12 / cm 2 

sr sec in the velocity range o f lxlO- 3 to 4xlO - 3 . 

As we described earlier, the proportional counters used 

in the experiment can be treated as the drift chambers with 

almost constant drift velocit y . Thus the timing i n f orma t i o ns 

could be t ransfered to the distances of the trajectories of 

the particles from the sense wires at each layer. Th en it 

is possible to increase the ac c uracy on the geometrical 

condition, which check the straightness of the positions o f 

the particle trajectories at the five layers, to reje c t the 

spurious events and also we may have better timing informa

tions of the arrival of the partic l es at each plane of the 

counters. These analyses on the data so far ob tai ned are 

going on now which may give us the better results on the 

existence of the monopoles in the cosmic rays. 
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PROTO:\ DEC,I Y EX PERW~Sl' AT KOLAR COLD FIELD . 

S .~IIYAKE 


lnsutute f or smic Kay Research, Uni ?e rslt y of Tokyo . 


N. no . S . K\h·AU,Ml , Y.HA P.Slll and N. ll rRAOKA . 

O~oka L it) Univ e l·~ l[ Y . 

N.G.K. '!E~(;~ , B. V.SRErKA >I P .N , V.S. NARASl>l'I ,,:·I , N .R. K R IS ' I ~ .>.S\·: ,I'I Y anel )I . K . :IO~[l.'lL. 

Tata Institu t e o f FundnmRnLal Re search. 

i. 	InLraJ ucti on 

Proton Deca )' expe riment at K.C, F. has been in oper ation Slnee ,\o \'ernb~ r 

1930 aL the depth of 7, 600 m.w.e of s tanda rd rock, The d ~ tecto r cOMpris es a 

s t<l ei< of ;ron plar:es and pro por ti.onal count ers in 34 hori zontal l ayers i n 

orthogona l conditions. Flg.1 shows the bot h view of t he detect or. Th,' 

a Lsor ber s 5re of a unifo rm t hic kne s s of 12 mm excepL chose be[~ce n 12ye rs 1,2 

and 32,33. The proportional ::ou n CE.:':-S are f ormed from hollo·.... iron pipt2'f. of 

2 
square c ross section of 10 x 10 cm . The volume of detecLor i s 6 ~ ( ~ idLh) 

x 6 m ( Jcpch) x 3.7 m (he i ght) and tota l weight 140 tons . rj s . 2 shol,s th e 

pul se hc ighL distribution of proportional c ount er exposed t o n~Ltlral r~dio 

actH j ty. Fir sL sharp peuk correspond s to characteris t i c X rav (6. Re V) 

o f Fe a !H..! sec ond broad aile to the iO!llsa t io fi loss by Conqn;,o ll el '2c lfon s 

......j d u n t hp gDs of counter. Th e se s h.:;pc is very useful f () r cal i br ati.o n and 

1:lnni L.l'r of de tector in deep underground . Eac h cou nte r Dulse height (£ . 5 mV 

corrr csponds to c:'nglc particle) lS independe nt l y amplif ied (gai n 80 , dec 

t i m! ~ constB I! t 10).)... sec.) and the pl,.1lse height is con 'h'!r'led to ....·idtn us ing 

discrimina tors (level 100 mV). The ion isdtion is meas ured in terms of the 

E"qui\'~11e nL numb e r of min imum i oniSing, par :....i.clcs . Tlte t rigge r is Qmplu)'c<l 

b\Hh 	 ',.." lth ~ 5 L=tye r co incid e- nee ill a n)' of 1J conSCClili ve." Layt":rs l!ld LLlI..ks 

CI" (lssinS any "2 i n J cOl1scc ur.j ~-c lu )""e rs. Coun Ling ra t e of c uullt£: r 1 $ atJulit 

10 	 I sec on avc r.:>ge a nd spunc us counter is about 0.25 I t ri.gse r . 
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The 	 resol utlofl of dCLc'tor is 

~8~L'..f ,s3 Ll N /N ~0.3 fo r N 100 pa r t i eles . 


la •• r effici enc y 9i . S Z Chance rate = 20 / day 


EveRe rate (cosm1c ray mU9n) 1. 9 / aa y . 


B~ 	 thiS de~ector . we can study 

(l) 	~Iuon physics ; Ansu);>r distcibution , I ntensltv , Ene rg y Spectrum , ' lulU ple 

~luons , ---

(:) 	h~u[rlno Ph Ysics ; Flu :< , Ne \, paniel e ( hea")' m~ss 2 - 3 Ce"i , long life 

10-8 - 10-9 s ec , dec a ys maInly into 3 bodY, etc) produces by neu t rino in tc 

r a(lions and anomalous CaS(drl e (h i gh ene .. g ~· conc c:1 ts , dC !J t h lndepen dcnt , 

double centered 1n e nergy fl ow, ---) 

(J) 	Proton (icq), , ~Iagneuc mo nopole and ide llfication of elec tr on neu t rino end 

mUQO n eu~ ritlo th rough secondar y produc es e(.c r ---) 

____~~£~~~~~~~l _ ~~~~~_ 

Dur ing the li":c t1me of 5()O G.Jys , l OL. S elicnls have ocen rec o rd ed and t hese 

O?l\'e tJoeen class if i ed !nLO various catego :- i e s i :~ s ht)\' n. in rubl e . 

C~Lego r y oE c"onts OLsc'rH,d No . Ex pe ct ed No. 

/\\ mosphc ( .i. e ",u,ms (e :=; S~ 979 ~ q80 

P" ra ll d mllons ( ~ \ 2: 2 ) 12 

N~ Utrl n a i ntnract lons Ln rock (8 ) 55 29 - 28 

L\eutr.luo int crnctlQOS inside dc c.ector II - 16 

(3) ,'-luLtipr ong e vc- nts 5 

(b) S i1g1 c tracks p"(letraL~ng the t op I ",\· ~~ 5 

i ncluding sLarring il ~rnosph"ric nluons . 

(c) Sin gle t rac ks pcncL r~L ing s ides or 6 

bon{)m l.J)'Cfs 

~~ ,-, 1..\ r e \"C 11 t '"i 

KULl '''ort t.1CC1Y C. 1I1 1:uLJlt-:S . 

19 . J ShL}\'5 "l ngu.J..l r dlslrihulJon o[ vlmosphe ric muo ns Clod mW.Jf\$ prod uced 

"r rh~ut r i.nn intcr.]ctlons ...... i lhjn rock. Th r' sC' arc i n goat! agreemenl wi l.h the 

CX !H..:' I.: ted v o I !1t.~ :S . l,... ll h i n 1.5 years operalj Orl, ncuL rin o e vent" :; ptouuc;eu inthc 
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roc k 1 5 29 ( cxpcc t cJ 28) On t he o tne r hand. e xp"cted n umber of C'len[ S in 

d"'tector l S a bOU L 16 fi r " compar ~d .· it h sing l e t r ac ks termin<l t ed i ll the nNccr.or 

( SLOp or gen e ra t ed bv neutrinos) of I I <"cn t 5 and mul t i p r o ll ~ 5 eV e n[ s . 

Out o f t hem 3 e vent s can be e x p ~cted as sr;o pping muons a nd e vents ascribe 

to neu Lrino lnduccd muons c oming fr om roc k . Exce pt th,;,se . remain, ng 7 events 

can not be ex plai ned a s no r ma l fi gure by the pat t " r n con fi gu r at lon and pul se 

he ig h t . lIe re we discuss o nly f ully confincd "Ven ts s trongly indi cOl L"" of 

nucleon decay. 

_~~ _ ~~!!r_~~~fln~~~~~ 

, ucl eon Dec a y Candida t e ,~o . 587 (1 0 - 11 - lCJ81) Fig . I. 

The part c r n of e " c nt 1S e lec tromag net ic ca sc "des . The zeni rh a ng~c IS 

ahout ~8 . The t otal r a nge o f s hower i s about 20 radiation l enBe h and tOLJ l 

num ber of pa n icles . 5 1.2. 6 and est J.mated energ" 1.5 9&0 M~ \' . l tll an uncertd>H.\· 

of 20 %. 'nIl s e vent could be due (0 a ~2 u :rino int~r3cti on or pro l ol: dccu~ 

+ 	 0

IP --~ e ~ ). Th e ne ut rino lnterac t ion could occu r at 19-h lave r s t hr ou;h 

one o f th~ t ~ o proccssDs . 

-'),/ 	 }-' ,, ) L ,, - l et ) + Z (~hur&" l '- ' ll' rE'nc ) estH'ilted t ate 0 . ·5/! . S yrs . 

)J C):J) + z --;> )J C):J ) + IT.. + Z ( N"ut r a l .: urr" nt ) 0 .3/l. 5 :.o s . 

I n case o f abou t I Ge V cascane . no r mal I)' s ho'., c~ cou l d no t pat h t :1l0U~~ ma t c r :a!s 

20 r.l. and s ho- er "'""mum s hould come around - J r.l in stead o f 6 - 7 r. l . 

These [ "a lures are more C:ls l l y und e , stood lf the even t is c om poseJ 0 1 sep'Hate 

s ho ·.cr s oncn ted b<lck to tJ<.Ic k . f rom the co" flgu r.:> tlon of e \·,'lI t . a pb J ~jtJl •. 

-'
11l tc r pret a li onis prtJ lO II deci'l Y i tl lay" r 15 to P -- . e + 7L . • j lr. <'n ~r g .. n: 

U son NeV an d Uilo 500 MeV. 
e 

~"c1('n n D"c~ )' Ca ll dl~" te Nl> . S07 (2tl - I. - I Y82) Fig .:; 

J'h i s event has r hc f o llo\..il ng l e-l t ur l2's 

(1) 	A kink aL t he pe.illt B Cor B wi t h de fl cc l lGn a ng le of 37 (57 ) 

( 2) 	 ~orm3 1 i o ni s8 tio n a lon g the pat h Be . 

(3) 	J" cr c~sc tJ iOll lsuL ion at the end point A. 

TI'l'se r"o lu re sugg"s t the cr eol lO n of a pil rl1 c lc at the pO l n t C which 

E Jo~ed down to poi nt A W' rh m seatt r r 310n3 i ts poth at th ~ poi nt R (8 ). 

The onl~ b~ c k£round \~ f rom n C~Lr ino Inlc racL i ons o f the l ype 

. _ elly (;:;) t 7 -- 7 Y (y ) TI L + Z ( ~IlLeraCtjon J t C) 


J:t,.cll) + z ---> )( + 
_ ch z at B)
+ It + 

Gti~~ted t Jte .( O. 15r i. 5 yr s . 

I rom pu lse ncight 1n f o r lllil U o f1 . t Mi s eVent "w be Ln lerpre t ed as P -- ;>)J I 1L I 

~J lh E_ = 43j ~I r\·. I t 1s p oss_bl ~ LV e xplai n thlS even t a s P --~ ~+ K+ 

be r. 	 '" I !" ,. C"5C backg r ou ncl '0·.11 be l O'on 0 )' ~no t he r fac tor of 10 . ltt + )J 

Nucleon De ca y Ca nd_d a t e So .S7 7 (7 - 5 - 1982 ) Fi &.6 


Th" ('ven t hu s the follo ·.' Lng f ~atu r"s 


(1 ) 	 BL a nno sh olr.(l' r .1ng pn rric l e , P i OI' or muon . 

1 '1 sho~e r like aloll8 AB. 


( 3 1 A kink sr t he po,nt ~ 01 angl e 23 + 5 


Thl, ~"(" H (ouU 0" s." ncrat e J by an y of the foll"wint; process es . 


( ~n ( e ' 3~ L O" at III(;, ) .J-!/iJ., ) z -.. ~ ,<. l - (,LL~) 'r IL + Z 

" b ) J)e ( )J E) + Z .. - : e - (,,;) + ilch + Z " L A J r III 
~ ~ ch

lc J )J ( )l ) + z _." )J (fJ ) + IL + Z a~ C and c h~rge e ,ch~nsr 3 t B) 

Tot~l e~pcrleJ r1:r c f "~ U l r l n Q bac kg rounJ < 0 . 1/1 . 5 )"rs "ThiS e ~ ell[ coul'l 

th~ lnle r prr - ed as ~ --;,. (2+ .L Tt- U 400 ~!e\') U~ 45C I\ !{ 'V . 
e 

For Lhc con f Ined events . we adopt a LOLa l weight of 60 tons in t h" c e nLra l 

VOlum(' o f the detecto r a m) obu w th e 11[" lime () [ uu ulld nucleons 

3 . 6 	 x !O31 x 1 .5 x 0 .5 
30 

L.N 	 9 x 10 Y' s . 

II ..e Lake 7 c:l nJ l dJt r " " <:ors a nd wl l h 100 tnos of f iduc tal "(' 1!; h t . "e 

3C1 
cs t. ' m-.lr c 6.5 x W yrs.c.... N 

\!c ha l' e illlOI h(' ,· t"" CO li fl "",I cvellts . if h cllergy a t a bo ut 270 til'\' ""J 70u Nc l·. 

These one can be .l n LC'1 [HCl"t1 ~;; nCt.Jl..rltlfl JH ' "rnc llons wi ttiU l our det oc to r [lorn 

the cor1liguralion of cvcnlS . 
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4 . SI~ r t t rack events . 

Ie 3ddltlon La the a bove con f ined events, we ha ve obse<'e orne cor,f ined 

shor l trac k e~e n LS . TIle general featu re of these even ts ace ; 

( I) rh~rf' are no straight a nd tully Ioni zing t ra cKS t ravC'rSl rt~ ~ 6 laY€ls . 

( ?) 110M o f the t rdd.s ha I e 8a ps a long t h.., I r path s ugg,.~ti"~ nf ,,,..ft c amponent 

( e, ~). In ge neral t here is a ki.n k (scatter) along the path . 

(3) fhe " [sible energ ~' of t hese tracks IS ~ 200 ~l c V cs "imotec from the i001

satiun and the range o t the trac ks . 

A f e w examDle~ o f t hese cvents is sho"'11 in fig. 7. 

An Import.nl point is whethal t hey ar e 

(.I) 1,"'., cnerg~ ncutdllo evant s . ' iL h Ey:; JOO ?leV. or 

( IJ) Sf/me ocher phc nom~n a such uS n"cleon d('cav modes suggectrol b~. Pat. S .11m 

( l9il) " here P --~ 3)1 + 1l.+, 3;)+ 7l.+ + It + Tt- , 2)1 + e + + ....0 

o 

N --~ Jy +- I( 3 )1 +;r.+ + iL + II. , etc are rlt.lnilna'lt ·..nth 0 

e.)n pio:. en ergy of abolJt 250 ~'c\' . Cr IS ,.tm05 ' i mp05s!lllc exrlJtn b :; 

c hance cO l~~i d cnce ~o ;Jr e 0 iDycr G c nunlcr lilc sh.pc SCUC5 ~uite d~ffcr£n 

from the t.ype expected [ ronl Gt:Ts model . It i s no t ... c1 t kllo'-" as tc 10 ....' el1ergy 

neutr ino [lu x, bu o hi gh fr equency occurcnce o f phCl10mCn3 could not c,,·la _n . 

\o.:e hilve ind ic <J Led here on l y the gelleril l fC,..! t ..HtJS of the shu!!.. lrac~ C\·C'rtL5 

'oJ! th (j Yi e'.' to eltlphnsj se lhe need to looL fo r stich t' :\..3mpl~5 in r.tw :itore ( L. ~o 

r ate dHcctOl s pLanned fO I prolon de<ay e ' p~r II'rnts . 
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SEARCH FOR HONOPOLES BY MEANS OF ARTIFICIAL GRAVITATION 

Ha j ime Yosh i i<i 

The search for the magnetic monopoles whether in 

cosmic ray or on earth seems to depend on experi

menters' personal views of the matter today. One of 

the features of the monopole predicted by Grand 

Unification Theories is that it has an exceedingly 

heavy mass of the order of 10 15 _10 17 Gev /c 2 or 2 to 

200 ngrams. 

This peculiar feature of the monopole, apart from 

its monopolarity, motivates us to look for such 

particles among matters in the presence of gravity. 

In fact a field of 1 Tesla exerts on a unit monopole a 

o 
force of 2 ev/A 	or 20 Gev/m, whereas a unit monopole 

16 2
of mass of 10 Gev / c will be pulled toward the 

center of the earth by the gravitational force of 1 

Gev / m on the earth's surface only. If a monopole at 

rest is accelerated by the earth's gravitation by 100 

A on the surface of the earth, the common binding 

force can not bring it at rest anymore which is in the 

order of 10 ev/~. 

Separating a monopole from a bulky matter, wheth

er as an isolated Object, or as a system composed of 

monopole and ordinary substances bound by electro

magnetism, is another problem experimenters to 
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decide. The latter is more attractive because there 

are chances for the experimenters to handle the system 

in the laboratory (e.g. keeping it in a jar (!) after 

taking a photo of B-field emanating from the monopole 

using techniques like electron holography(!)l)). For 

instance one can think of a particle of y

hematite(Fe 0 ) which is a spicular powder of 0.1 ~m2 3
16 	 8in length weighing about 10- gram which is 10 times 

lighter than the monopole. Proper choice of liquid 

(like liquid helium whose surface tensior. is 0.1 

dyne/cm at 4.2 K) would separate a y-hematite particle 

with monopole from those without monopole by floating 

the powder on the liquid 2 ). y-hematite is widely used 

f o r, for instance, magnetic tapes. This type of 

approach however is limited by its low processing 

speed if the abundance of the monopole is as predicted 

by theorists, although it excels in retaining the 

sample if once discovered. 

If however the monopole is allowed to leave the 

laboratory after detecting it, a number of schemes are 

conceivable. One of such, as proposed by Wisconsin 

group3) , is to detect the object directly under a 

sintering plant which sinters small sized iron ore 

into larger pieces more suitable for blast furnaces in 

steel mills. When the iron ore is heated above Curie 

temperature in the sintering plant the monopole or the 

system thereof should begin to diffuse downward by 
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gravity and after about 1 to 1000 seconds reach t he 

iron boundary, to start a free fall toward a Cabrera 

type detector placed below. One of the larqes t 

sintering plants in Japan is 5 m wide, 120 m long and 

able to process 22,000tons of iron ore maximum pe r 

day. The sintering plant is ord inaril y four storied 

and the first floor is normally left spacious enough 

to render various services and is able to accommodate 

such detectors. Japan possesses about 50 of such 

4 2
plants. If the area of Cabre ra coi1 ) is 300cm , 

the monopole search is done effectively for one ton of 

ore per day per plant per detector. Each detector 

7
cost about 10 yen wit h two fold coincidence Cabrera 

coils. Japa n is one of the largest steel producing 

countries and one can access to the varieties o f iron 

ore of the world very readily. The land is sma ll an 

the supply of liquid helium is easily done. Th us the 

Wi scons in type monopole search is also feasi ble i n 

Japan. 

However we propose here another quite intere s ting 

way of search: art if icial gravity, or decelerating the 

sample at the rate of lO go to 1000go' where go is the 

acceleration of the gravity o n earth's surface (9 . 8 

m/sec 2 ) . Since the electromagnetic binding is in the 

order of 10 eV/A and this is about 10 to 1000 times 

stronger than the gravitatio na l pull on the mono pole , 

by exerting such deceleration prope rly on sample for a 

- US 

certain l e ng th of time, the monopole will be tu r n off 

the system a nd sta rt a free fall. In Fig 1, we show an 

ex ample of such s ys tem. The decele rator is 

constructed out of 1 ) a table which hold s the sample 

up t o 200 kg, 2) a pne" matic device which accelerates 

the sample preliminarily downwar d, 3 }pads which stop 

the f a ll ing table and dece l erate the sample and 4) 

seismic balance which disperses the shock received by 

the pads. It ca n deliver the deceleration of lOgo to 

1000go to t he sample by changing the pads. The length 

of action time i s inversely proportional to the 

dece lerat i o n determined by the nature of the pads and 

enough to accelerate the monopole up to 0 . 2 to 20Gev 

see n from the sa mple 's system. Repeti t i on rate is 10 

to 20 sec per cycle. It can thus process at least 300 

ton s of sa mple a day. First of attractive features of 

t h is scheme is that by monitoring the arrival time and 

the direction of the monopole the background is kept 

neg lig ible. Second is that if once the monopoles be 

detected in a good deal of number s , one may try to 

determine its mass through threshold by cha ngi ng the 

pads. 

Although the system itself costs about 2xl0 7 yen, 

if one try to sample millions of tons of iron ore over 

the pe riod of years in future, the problem will be how 

to put each portion of the sample (about 100kg) on the 

detector's table every cycle day and night. This 
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requires knowledges of ore transportation, robot 
)0080 

technology a nd so on. However a preliminary experiment 

in the order of 100 tons can be done in t.he 

la boratory . 

As a r e mark to choosing s a mp le o r e, it s hould be 
" 

no ted that not o n l y pyrogenetic ore, but al so a ny ore 

whi ch experienced strong shocks more than lOgo such as 

blast i ng, centrifugal crushing and so on should b e 

avo ide d be fo r e it is sent to detecting sys tem. 
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Grand Unification mass scale and 

proton life time in SO(lO) model 

Noboru YAMAMOTO 

Dept. of Physics, Osaka Univ. 

Toyonaka, Japan 


Abstract 


We study super heavy gauge boson mass threshold effect 

and derive formulas for g~and unification mass scale and the 

Heinberg angle in 50(10) GUT. Proton life time is esti ma t ed 

by the obtained formula. Relation with the formula der ive d 

by L. Hall is also discussed. 
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§l. Introduction 

To a na lyze mass threshold effect in grand unified theory, 

t wo di ff e r ent methods has been used. One method is the renor

mali zat i o n group equation in mass dependent renormalization 

scheme (1) . And the other is a method of effective lagrangian(2). 

The forme r method "'as used by T. Goldman and D.A. Ross (1) to 

estimate a grand unification mass scale in the SU(5) GUT model 

tak ing into account the effect of gauge boson mass threshold. 

T. Mat s u k i, Y. Har a and the present author in the previous works (3) 

studied the SO(lO) model in detail using the method of Goldma n 

and Ross. In this method, it is impossible to solve renorma l i 

zation equations analytically, and We must use the numerical 

solutions of equations. 

On t he other h a nd, L. Hall(4) discussed the unification 

mas s scale using the effective lagrang i an introduced by 

5. Weinber g (2) . He found "matching function corrections" for 

ef f ect i ve coupling constant. The effective lagrangian is got 

by integrating out the super heavy field. Gauge fixing for super 

heavy gauge bosons and for the other gauge bosons are needed 

separa t e l y . This ma k es the effective gauge theory intransparent. 

In this paper we wi l l derive the formula in mass dependent 

renormali za tion scheme. Th i s formula corresponds to the "matc h i ng 

function" of L. Hall. The formula is derived in §2. We also 

estimate t h e uni fi cation mass scale and proton life time in t he 

50(10) GUT in §3 . §4 is devoted to summary and discussions. 
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§2. Renormalization group 

In this section we follow the renormalization scheme used 

by T. Goldman and D.A. Ross(l). Renorrnalization group equation 

in this method has a form, 

d (Vi (1"'1
f~ :: ~~,~(t"',H'_I-'Ij.,mf,1'YlH)lX~()(J." (2.1 ) 

a 

where ()(;: ~~ /4- -n: are coupling constants, f":~ mass 

dependent 6-functions, and M~, mf a"cl 'Il"lH masses of gauge 

bosons, fermions and of Higgs particles, respectively. Index ~ 

runs from 1 to 8 for the SO(lO) model(3). 

The 6-functions up to one-loop approximation were given in 

Ref. 3 for the SO(lO) model. They are rather involved to write 

down here. In Ref. 3, we were forced to solve Eq. (2.1) by 

ntunerical computation because of the entanglement of the eight 

equations. However analysis performed by them shows that we may 

substitute all coupling constants ~d~ in the i-th 6-function 

6 by one coupling cOns tent (Xi.' This approximation simplifies
i 

Eq. (2.1) considerably, and we get approximate solutions of 

Eq. (2.1) as, 

1 1. 'I" T{i) ") > > 2)::.. G " (Yj x V (ex, ~ ,Q o 
Ci~ (Q» ai(&~) t:;"clt 

-t L: \~i)(IJI.)S.2.(&1._&:/M1.) 
1;;h.c.R'" 

-t L T,~h/) S3(d,&: ,M~ , (2.2) 

r.fcRT 
~ 

where functions V, $2- and ~3 are defined in Appendix. 

I;:>Ii) 

(y-) are indeces of .r:: in terms of subgroup q.,;: and 

'Yl (rl', r./) are components of direct stun decomposi

tion of R"r ( R "/ R-f) RIj- R- "- and P. fare represen
/ 

tation of gauge boson, Higgs scalar, and fermions, respectively. 

To get a "matching function" type formula, we consider the 

case Q~ --') 00 , Q2-~ 0 In this limit, functions v~ t5:l.. and o 

$3 have simple forms, 

~ "1. >.) - -I I {' Q"l )V ( G. ~A M - - \O'L- - 32r---
- v / I 2 7L (J M">' .;:. , 

$2(Q.1./Q:,)iL~)= _I ilo~(G,y~) - ?/3~ , 
24- TC- L 

S3(Q~Q:,l)t')= 2.. 5 \o'c}(G.2/m.>') - S-I3J 
I2.LLL 	 • 

(2.3) 

In 	the limit Q'-7 00 the condition 

-I-I ex i (Q.1.) Clef (e/l --70 
(2 . 4) 

must be satistied in GUT. In this limit, Eq. (2.2) becomes 

cx-I (Q7.) _ CXi-'(Qo'-) :::. ~"s.,..,.?tdlc '\o~ C&YQ~) 

T 'il ") (-{ J ){ / &.0" -32'>}, (y. -- Oq:> •-t t ~ cRc~ d \2 It. '" MJ 
J 

-'r 	 LI T:"( t': h.) ~- { [03- (~2/""ft) - r'0} 
Y. 'LR"- J 24TL. 
~ 

p (~' -{ 2- r "l 2- ?.-+ 	 T + T, (~.) - lo';} (61,,/Yl1f )- S-h J 
r,ic.1< 12. 7L , 

(2.5) 

0,2- ~ <
for 'q,» H, >:> 0 

0 
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,j 

The formula written above corresponds to the matching function 

derived by L. Hall (4). The constant terms in Eq. (2.5) represents 

mass threshold effects. Numerical values of these terms are 

different from that of Ha ll's matching function. Difference of 

renormalization scheme may explain this discrepancy. \~hereas 

Hall u sed the MS-scheme. \'Ie have used the momentum subtraction 

scheme. The applicability of Eq. (2.5 ) is restricted in the 

regio n Q2 » M2 » Q2, while Eq. (2.4) has no such a limitation . 
l 0 

A useful formula for unification scale interms of ~e~and ~s 

can be derived from Eq. (2.5) as follows. 

The electromagnetic coupling constant CX"", is related 

to cI 1 and ()('2.. as 

-I 

(Xern 
s

-:3 
-I 

C:i, + 
-I 

0<.2 (2.6) 

-1 'if ex s 
-\ 

Consider the combination c\e..- .3 In the limit 

Q' --7 00 , chis combination must vanish because of Eq. (2.4) 

and (2.6), namely 

~4 -7 co
-1 aA.1- ()I.S-'(Q') -7'0ex eM- (ex'-) (2.7)-3 

For the 50(10) model, Eq. (3.7) implies that 

r -, ]
L / 2) 4-TL [ -\ -0(5 ( 2mw)(Io~!-'\ x )Y1.w ~:;:-! O(eno.. (2m",,) .3 

-2.0"\'7 
1 

+ i Io~ (H ~ I M~) + 2 , Io~ (rn..:;/rnl-<\SS) 

+ 63 lo§. (tn.;/ rn;;') . 
(2.8) 

Here ME a nd MG are masses of gauge bonsons characterizing the 

SO (10) model . mHiggs is a mass of Higgs scalar of which goldstone 

mode translated into longitudinal mode of X(Y) boson. and 

mID is mas s of coloured Higgs scalar. 

s~'r''L-ew(2r''w)
~le also get the formula for the \'leinberg angle 

as \ [ s- -,
$,yi'-&w(2YYl w )='6 + O(em.(2.rYl vv) C\ 0(, (2"'~) -0./30.2. 

\ f '1 I (1-1 ~ 1 17 I (: )
-+4-nl7 °3 M' + T o~ ~~ 

F 9

-t ~ lo~ (:~':~)J J 
(2.9) 

In Eq. (2.8). we can see that the mas s threshold effect of 

heavy gauge boson make unification mass scale 2.85 times smaller 

than mass scale predicted in a-function approximation. 

§3. Unification mass scale and proton life time 

The values of CX e..,.( 2"'~) and 0(5 (~m w) should be determined 

from experimental va lue. Renormalization group analysis inc luding 

two-loop effect tells us that "two-loop corrected" coupling 

constant are 

0< 
-\ 

(2.M w l= I 2 '8". ~ en-'- .7 

are 

-\ex s ( :UI'\ vo \ 9.S- "6. G '1. '7 /J 

(3.1) 
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for /\t::<s -=- 0.1,0.2 and 0.3 Gev respectively (l .3 ) . 

Putting it into Eq. (2.8) and (2.9), we get, 

lo&(M: /t1'\ ~) lo§- (2.7:X IO 
ILl 

2 ~ 

+i lo';}( ~~) + ~I lo:} (lo>~,,,/lmH'i!~) 

\ I ( Is- 2 
-t 63 o~ 10 Gav/hL lo ) 

J (3.2)and 

s;,," tJ",,(2mw) = [0.:,-, S- + bX/o-41 J I~( H~/M") 
+1 \og.(M~/M~) + ~ lad (mH'a~!'O'>Gt-,,-vfJ 
+ CXe","(2mv,,)·fjC<~-IJ 
/fi+ ote",C"l.m",)·{L'lCX-' ~:I 1J 

J 

(3.3) 

for I\~:: 0.2 ~e V In the derivation of Eq. (3.3) from 

Eq. (2.9), we have taken into account w-boson mass thre shold 

11 -I
effect and two-loop effect in desert region. U ex, and 

!:::. ex:l-\ in Eq. (3.3) due to two-loop effect and given by 

-I _ \ f 190 \ 4-1 2 
LiCX, - 4-n:.. L - 123 o~ (1- 2411-' 0'&( i'A)< Im~ )0(.1.) 

-t II [ ( li ~ I 2. 2. ))1'1 cd- 1-+ 24-1L '--'I,. 0g. (tvI){ /In~ 
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+ ~~ /0[;.(1 + ~C(3108-(fv\;lyY\~))} 
~ 

A r.J -I _ l I (, \ ( 4 I I 2. 2. ))
W '-'\). - 4-rrl - 4=\ 03- l- 241L CXJ... 103-( fv\x / tYLw 

-t ~~ lo~( 1+ ~r,- CX 2 \o~O~~/hl~)) 

-+ L; lo~(\+ 4-: CX;! 10i}(fJ\~/trt.~))} . 
(3.4) 

Proton life time l:p in 50(10) model is given by (3.5) 

I/ -c p =L, [bTL o<.C 2,t'x) 2. 

(R~E/A;E£,) [!=rv(C;P~/{6)J
1< 

-c {'-/I)( M p 

,.. \ A \<.)< W -i )( \ ~ (0) \ 

~ 

(3.5) 

Here A is a factor due to renormalization effect of operator. 

For F , a hadron structure function we take as(6)
N


P~!o.'71 C<=< i2. V )L]-2.
FIJ Cf) = [I + 
(3.6) 

A squared value of proton wave function at the or igin \ ~(o) \' 

is determined from non-leptonic hyperondecay( 7) , 

"2 
><. I 0 - 2 (G:- e V )3\,-\--,co")\ -=-(.0 -' (3.7) 

SU(6) weight factors wi and the phase f ac tors, (~" E/oA~ El'.;: IMp) 
are calculated for each two-body deca y mode . . In the calculation 

o f w. we h ave adopted the recoil model of Kane and Karl(5).
1 

The value of coupling constant ex)( (2f'l\x) is estimated from 
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eg. (2.2). Eg . (3.2) is used for the estimation of the value 

of fv\X, of course. The parameter tv\iO / HEr in Eg . (3.2) 

depends on patterns of symmetry breaking. Here we consider 

two cases . In one case (case A), the 50(10) breaks to 

Ers= SU c (3) X~UL(2)" Uy(l) through SU(5). In the other cace 

(case B) the 50(10) s ymmetry breaks to ~s via 

S U(4-)", »U L(2) x t U R (~) The important point is 

that the value of ME/MG is less than unity for case A "hile 

greater than unity for case B. The case that ME/ M<; 1 

corresponds to the SU(5) limit. 

The life time Lp is summarized in the Figure. As we 

can read from the Figure, the SU(5) limit values of L.p and 

S I 'n"J. e ware 

The 

(\ f-'\s :: 0'{6 + 0,10 
0.08' 

qeV 

a llo wed rarge o f Lp are 

>-? '-~ 
'7.r:;x/D ~ Lpi\}<."rs)~ S."';x I D 

29 s I
3 0 X I 0 <. L P i\!aa.y- s) <2 . 3 XI D- -

30 3~
2.4><10 ~ Tp ('Jqoy-s) 5: 2.1 x ID 

( 3. 11) 

fo y- 1\i¥I o. ( ~e V" 

-{-or A;;S -= O.2q-ell 
-' 

-to.... A f'-< S :: 0. 5 q.e V 

S;y.:'-e\IJ~O.'l20,O.216-,o 2/4 
(3.8) 

L. (
p \kars)= 

2i" 
/.26XIO, 

2,\
2.2XIO / 

3 a 
f-2XID ( 3 . 9) 

for 

Lp 

"Pi5.=0.1) 0.2 

in case A (case 

and 0 . 3 Gev , respectively. Proton 

B) is smaller (larger) than this 

life time 

SU (5) 

limit value for any possible choice of v .e.v. of super heavy 

Hi ggs scalars. 

Recent analysis gives 

as (8) 

the values of s " h'J. f) wand j\ f-IS 

;::ii",2e"" = 0.229 ± 0.0/ ( p:: 1 +: xeel ) 
(3.10) 

and 
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§4. Summary and discussio~ 

We 6is~u~sed unification mass scale and proton l i fe time 

using the formula derived in §2. Result for proton life time 

is 

29 31 
3.0x/O yeilrs~ Tp~ 2.3 ~ (0 ~.:i .... s 

(4.1) 

for A~5 :0. 2q.eV ,m IO =' YYL H;~~S : ( OIS"q.e V and 

S i 1'\1. e w = o. 2. 2. ~ :t 0.0 / 

In this paper, we have neglected renormalization effects 

of gauge parameters and running mass. D.A. Ross and T. Goldman 

disscussed this effects and concluded that it causes ± 5% 

uncertainty in Lp. 

Uncertainties of Higgs masses also make the value of Lp 

more indefinite. Taking into account these uncertainties 

altogether. 

We estimate a s 

+1 30+1
Lp :::: .2. (, x ('ii. '6)- )< (f..r;f x /0 '1f-'2ars, 

(4.1) 

for lD 
~ 
qav !: In H;~~, tnlO~ 10 

II 
q- eV, f\~5 =0.2 q-e V, and 

S;n1 0w-:. O • 229-fo.o/ . 

For the values of m 10 £ /0
i~ 

q.e V , proton decay 

mediated by coloured Higgs is comparable with that mediated 

by gauge boson . Eq. (4.1) cannot use in this case. 

K.G.F. group reports their r esult of experiment (9) on 

proton decay as 
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-Cp (6 - '7. 5") x. (O 
30 

1f-eQ r 5 . (4.2) 

Mont blanc group also reports (10) 

L\, (0.'8'-( . 6);<..(0 
31 
~orS (4.3) 

These result is compatible with our results. 
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Appendix 

The functions V, S2 and S3 are mass dependent a-functions 

coming from gauge boson, Higgs scalar and fermions, respectively. 

They are calculated as(3), 

V(Q">-,Q::O,M"-) = S~)«(2+'8'·X-~x.:>.) M'>
<> lo&l /vI'l.-+ 6l'X.(I-~ 

2-l~xf;~ {6'G:, [4X'fv\">- - (3 XL -4.:;(. + '3- ) Q2J
"~ '8- 4- i Jv12 

_ 2 103- [ 4- (I-X.) 1'12 - (3.x" -4:X-+ ,,/) Q2] 
4 (I -x) M">

(:;(.1+<&1.+ 2 ::<:_4) Q<
-+2 

4(I-X)M' _ (3 7-L -4X -+ 'cl- 2)Q< 

( s.:i' +:J- + ';}1..) Q< }
-2 (A.l)2 "l. • ~ 

4X,y -{3X-4::r+\3)Q } 

Z

S,l &', (vlL) I~x (I -nf lo~lX.(I-X)~: +M J (A.2) 

/ 

and 

I 

~ 3(Ql.,M')= 1(1 )( . 4-X(I-X) I'?}LX (r_~~2. + MJ (A.3) 

" 
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Figure Caption 

Values of the Weinberg angle, S; n"l <9 \.V and proton l ife 

time -Cp predicted by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) are plotted f or 

1\ tvlS ~ O. I J 0.2 and 0.3 GeV. Dotted and dashed lines 

corresponds to case B. The regions bounded by two solid lines 

are allowed for case A. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE MAS S OF THE ELECTRON NEUTRINO 

USING ELECTRON CAPTURE IN 163Ho 

Shinjiro Yasumi 


KIK 


Toda y I would like to t alk about a measurement of the mass of t he 

electron neutrino using electron capture in 163 Ho . This exper imen t is 

now being done by the following co l laboration; KKK : S. Ya suru i , G. 

Rajasekaran, M. Ando, F. Ochiai, H. Ikeda, T. Ohta and P . M. St efan; 

Osaka Universit y: M. Maruyama; T.I.T.: N. Hashimoto; Tohok u Univers i ty : 

M. Fujioka, K. Ishii, T. Shinozuka, K. Sera, T . Omori, G. hawa , H. YagL 

and K. Masumoto; Universit y of Tsukuba : K. Shima; Kyoto Un i ve r si ty : Y. 

Inagaki . 

Finally I am going to make a short revie~y on pres~nt s tatus 0 

these studies (m mea suremen t uSing el ec t ron capture in t he n llc!pus ) in v 
e 

the world~ together with our futur o plans. 

§l. Intr oduc tion 

To determine the mass of the (ant i ) electron neutrino, measurements 

of the B-ray spect rum of tritium hav e long been stud ied so fa r 1 ,2 ,3). 

4
A. De Rujula ) o f CERt: ?ropose d a new way to measure t h" el ectron 

neutrino mass using the radiative electron capture decay process of the 

nucleus. This method is essentially based on the three body phase space 

as same as in the case of the tritium 8- ra y measurement, howeve r , it is 

claimed this approach has a great advantage that comp l ic a t ed acomic and 

4molecular interplays hardly exist in this case ). One problem to be 

solved seems to be a statistics. For some nuclide, however, one can 
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e xpect the resonant enhancemen t in lBEC (Internal Bremsstrahlung in 

6
El ec t r cn CaPtu r e) 5 ,4). CERN gr oup is dOing experiments ,7,8) based on 

this propos a1 4). 

Be nnet t e t a1. 9 ,10) are trying L() u5 ~ non-rad i3 t i ve electron capt ure 

to evalua t e t he electron neu t ri no m3SS. 

llWe are do ing an experiment ) t o det e rmine the e l e c tron neu tri no 

mass using electron capt ure in 163Ho . At the beginning o f the pr escnt 

4s t ud y the r e were only contrad ic tory data ,12) on the Q-va lue and half 

l i fe of 163Ho which are closely relevant to the neutrino mass me as ure

ment. then we tried to estimate these n10 qu a.nt i ties from the intensit ies 

oE M X-rays f r om l 6J Ho and the t otal number o f 16 3Ho in the source. 

§2 . Preparat ion of the l63 Ho sources 

iloimi um - 163 nuclei were produced with the 164 0), (p, 2n) react i.o n . 

An irrad i a t ion on a 164 Dy metal target* with 20 MeV protons was ma de Eo £ 

2 ~ . 1 hour s with a n average current of 100 ~A using the AVF cyclotron of 

t he Cyclotron and Rad ioiso tope Center, Tohoku Uni verS ity. The energy of 

i nciden t p r O [ Oll S (20 MeV) and the tn i.ckness of the 164 Dy me ta l tar get 

we re chosen so as to effect ively int eg r a t e a 13 r ge area unde r the (p, 2n) 

13
exc itat i on curve, which was calcula t ed us ing the code ALICE 81 ). 

Aft e r the irr ~ d i~ tian . elabo rate chem i cal separation processes 14 ) 

were followed. Fina l ly four 163Ho sources were prepar ed by elect rop l a t ing 

ont o a !lickel foil in a 0.5 M OmrDonium l a c tate solution. Each sour ce is 

3 rom in diameter. An example o f the y-ray spec tr um f rom one of the 

163110 SO Urc.es i s give n in Fig. 1, showing t hat , except 88y , the contami

na n t radioisoropes we re compl ete ly removed f r om the s ou r ce. Among fou~ 

* We are indebted to Mr. I. Sugai of the Institut e f o r Neclea r St ud y, 

University of Tokyo, f or preparing the 164 0y metal plates. 
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sources) source No. J was the most intense and Qas used for the photon 

spectrum measurement, while the others ~ere used subsidiarily. 

§ 3. Total number of l63 Ho atoms in the source 

We estimated the total number of l63Ho atoms in s ource No. 3 using 

the PIXE (~article induced ~-ray fmission) method in the fol lowing way: 

Another l63 Ho source (No .4) whose intensity of H X-rays was already 

measured , and a reference holmium foil whose dimensions are the same as 

the 16JHo source and whose weight is known, were irradiated with 38 MeV 

protons under the same beam condition. The Ho K X-ray spectra from 

these two samples are shown in Fig. 2. By comparing the Ho K X-ray 

i ntensities of these two samples, and us ing the ratio of M X-ray int ensi

ties of t he tWO l63Ho sources (No.3 and No.4), the total weight of 

l63 Ho atoms in source No.3 was estimated to be (2.37 ± 0.70) ~g. Thus, 

we concluded that the total number of l6 3Ho atoms in the source is (0. 88 

10160.26) x 

§4 . Photon spe c trum measurement 

The photon spectrum from the l63 Ho source (No.3) was measured wi th 

a 5i(Li) detector* having a beryllium windo~ 0.3 mil thick. The geometry 

of the Si (Li) detector was carefully measured with a traveling mi croscope 

l Sand several radioactive sources ). The thickness of the gold layer on 

the surface of the si li con crystal was also measured by cou~ting Au-La 

X-rays activa ted with Rb-K x_ rays 16). The measurements were performed
a 

both in an air atmosphere and in vacuum. In the latter, the l63Ho 

source was placed in a vacuum box surrounding the Si( Li) detector as 

* purchased from EG & G ORTEC 
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sho~ in Fig. 3. Both measurements are in good agreement with eac h 

other within experimental uncertainties. A spectrum thus obtained in 

vacuum, is shown in Fig. 3. After corrections for the detection 

~ fficiency, the sol i d angl e and the self-absorption fact or for X-rays 

y it hin the sourc~ it self, intensities of the Oy M X-ray s emitted from 

the source \oj-era determined as indicated in Table 1. 

Using the total number of l63 Ho atoms in the source (§3), we can 

get the M X-ray intensities per atom per 4n steradians for each X-ray 

peak, as given in the last column of Table 1. 

IS. Q-value and the half life of l63 Ho 

Summing up the H X-ray intensities in the last co lumn of Table 1, 

we obta j n the t ota l intensity of H X-rays per atom of (4 . 7 1.5) x 10- 15 

photons per 4n ste radians per second. If we assume that the average 

H-fluorescence yield for the dysprosium 3t om is 0 . 98%17) , the partial 

M-capture half life of l63 Ho is estimated to be T~/2 = (4.5 1. 5) x 104 

y. This is in good agreement wi t h CERN's value 7) of (4.0 1.2) x 104 

y . It should be noted t hat this agreement is remarka b le , considering 

that these twO values were determined unde r rat her dif f e rent experi

mental procedures. 

H . 1 . fUSing the value of a use ru relatlon between the Q-value aTl / 2 , 

163Ho and the mass of the electron neutrino can be deduced as follows: 

At first we evaluate the nuclear matrix e lement rel e vant to the transi

tion l6 3Ho ~ l63Dy . Following the CE RX group8), we estimate it to be 

S. 1~ in terms of the log ft value, by taking into account the experi

mental log ft value of 161Ho and the ratio of the pairing correction 

161 163 jf .
factors for Ho and Ho. From ~/2 and the matr,x element thus 

obtained, a relation between the Q-value and mv was obtained as shown 
e 
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in Fig. 4. In this relation, the folloving data are used : The Hl and 

M electron binding energies in dys prosium are 2.047 keV and 1.841 keY, Z 

respectively. Electronic wave functions at the orig in are calcu la red by 

Mann and Waber 18 ) . Exchange and overlap correction fac tors are t a bu la t ed 

in a review article by Bambynek et al. 19). 

From Fig. 4 ve get Q = 2.45 ! 0.08 keV fo r mv = O. 1 f \<le use the 
e 

upper limit o f the Q-value measured by the cn:: :.\roup 7) we get an upper 

limit on the mass of the electron neutrino of 1.25 keY. If we adopt 

2.45 	keV as the Q-value o f 163 Ho , the hal f life is es t im~ t ed to be (6 

32)XI0 y. 

§6 . FeaSibility of the electron neutrino ma ss mea s urement using an 

IBEC spectrum in 163Ho 

Now we proceed to evaluate the intensi ty of a part of an inte rnal 

bremsstrahlung spectrum, G, which is real ly rel evant to th~ det ermina t ion 

o f the mass o f the electron neutrino; 

f max (dw ) LB.G dk dk 
k -Ol 

max v 
e 

It seems convenient that G is de f i ned in terms of i t s ratio Lo t; he 

t o tal deca y rate , as same as in the case of tritium 6-ray spec trum . G 

may be 	called a figure o f merit of the experiment4) . 

Us i ng Q-value as determined in this experiment, G values were 

calculated in the folloYing: 

-11
G 5 x 10 for 4 P3/2 

and 

-11 
5 Pl/ 2 ,G = 8 x 10 fo r 312 

where Q = 2.45 keY is used and mv is assumed to be 50 eV. 
e 
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These figures suggest that the I BEC appro ach to estima t e the elect ro n 

neutrino ~a~s i s almos t hopeless, unl e ss SOme considerable i nnovations 

can be 	 achieved. 

§7. Sho rt re v iew of the studies in the wo rld and our future plans 

Summarized in Table 2 is the present status of the s tudies aiming 

at the electron neutrino mass determina tion (not inc l uding measurements 

on the mass of the anti electron neutrino). Here I am not goin g to 

describe c ;l ch in detail. Readers who would like to know about it , are 

invited to refer the original papers. 

1 'd like to add a fev COmments: (1) No one ha s succeeded in 

determ in ing the electron neutrino mass from 1B£C in 163Ho . (2) Far from 

that , no one has observed an IBEC in 16 3Ho . (We are now wo rking on it ) . 

(3) 	 If Q- val ue of 163Ho i s determined i ndep endenr ly, such a mv vs Q 
e 


relalion as Fi g . 4 eombined with the Q-value gives mv This 	approach 

. e 6 7 8) 
has a~ re ad y baen taken by the CE~~ gr oup. For lt, CERN group' , 

m~asured the Q-va lue of 16 3Ho lj ~ ; ng twO nuclear reactions related to it. 

We a re now try ing to improve the mv vs Q - relation (Fig. 4) by 
e 

redu cing expo(iment al uncertainties bOL II in the PIXE measurement and in 

th e M X-ray measu rement . US i ll~ an improved ~e' iltion ~0 ~~ether yith Q-

V c~ l \lC which we are going t o mea s ure USing a nuclear reaction 	different 

from CERN's , it is ex p l.' ~' L(',. 1 t ' obtain a new result on m in 	 the near 
v 

e 
future. 

On the other hand, we are planning an experiment which hopefully 

reduces atomic phys ics uncertainties on dysp rosium atOm using a mono

chroma tic X-ray from t he 2.5 GeV Electron Storage Ring in our UPhot on 

Factory" (Synchrotron Radiation Facility in KEK). 1£ this wil l be 

achieved, such a non-radiative electron capture approach as Bennett et 

al. 9 ,10) ma y be brought to life. 
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Table 2. Pres en t status of t he electron neutrino mass meaSU Temen rs Remar ks : 

( t ) In t he case where it i s nO t spe c i 1G j d , an electron cap tu r ing
Photon Detector nuclide used in all expe r iment is Ho . 163
and/o r Proposa l Experiment or Result and Comment (2) Princeton group es t i mate d the half li fe of le~ to be abou t 
Elec tron method Igso years bl'o~easuring the buil d-up rate of Dy fr om thei. !' 

CERN6 ,7,8) Prop. 
counter 

Ho s o ur: ce T;/ 2;4 .0~1O\ , (3) A ffiv measurernen~ using a posiCIon em~t ter ~a s d on ~ b2 ~~eck and 
Q~2.58k~V 3 Dani~l , " ho oblawed an uppe r limit or mv of 4.1 ke V . 
T11 ;7' 10 y, (4) The following abbreviations are used in t~e Ta ble; 
m" t l. 3 keV, Prop . c oun[ er : Proportional counter, 

Ml-lPC Hulti... i r e propo re i onal chambe r,
I\ ~t by RBS+FC Ge Intri nsic germanium sol~d detector, 

NaI Sodium iod ide crY5S 31 , 
Photon Princeton Si Q>2 .1 keV Tot a l numbe r of Ho i n a source,Ntot(Singles) et a1. 9) RBS Ru th e r fo rd back sca tt e r i ng, 

KEK Si 
TOHOKU ll ) 
et al. 

CERN6 , 7, 8) J1I,'PC 

Prop. 
counre t: 

Electrons 
(Singles ) 

De Rujula 23 ) 

Phot on
Electron 

De Rujula4 ) CERN 6) 
(planning) 

New 6) 
device 

(Coin. ) 

Photon
Photon 
(Coin.) 

cr~6,8,22) 
( Pt) 

Si 
Ge+( Na I 

(Coin.) 

Validit y of !BEC 
theory has bee n proved . 
m <500 eV f rQm tBEC. 

') 

e 

Elecrron De Rujula 20 ) 

Elecrron (EEEC) 

(Coin. ) 


Ii ~ FC Fa raday cup in a mgss separator, 
T l/2~4.5'10 y , Coin . Co i nc idence , 
Q;2 

. 
4skeV

3 Si Si(Li) - SSD, 

Tl / 2=6 X lO y , 

m) <1. 25 keV, 


Nt~t by P L'\E 

This me a s uremen t 
~as done toge t her 
wi th t he expe r imen t 
in t he uppermos t 
line In this 6a91 ~ ) 
by CER~ group " . 

CERN 
Photon+ 
Electron 
(C :; ]ori 
metric) 

De ROjula 21 ) 
(planning ) 

KEK-TOHOKU 
et al. 

Implan
tati on 

(? ) 

(thinking) 
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Figure captions COUNTS 

Fig. 1 Gamma ray spectrum of a l6J Ho source ( No.J ) . o 
0" 0• 

NB indicates natural background radiations, and CPS means 

counts per second. 

Fig . 2 PIXE measurement of the total number of 163Ho atoms in s our ce 

No.4 in comparison wi th that of a r eference Ho foil. The 

total count of the K + K 
01 °2 

intensit y of source No.4 

indicated in the figure is the result of a lease- squares 

fit using the s hape of combined K + K 
0. 1 °2 

peak o f the reference 

Ho foil assuming a quadratic background. The chi-squa res 

di vi.ded by the number of degrees of freedom is also indica t ed. 
fT1 

I t is noted that the present result i s consistent with the Z 

count obtained 

of K and K 
0. 

1 
0. 

2 

by an analysis assuming independent 

peaks. 

intensities 
:!! 
to 

...I. 

[Tl 
::tl 
G)
-< 
A 

0 
0 
o 

[Tl 

Fig. J Photon spectrum from 16 3Ho measured in vacuum. The setup of 
< 

the measurement is also shown in the figure. Measured ef f ec tive 

area and nominal thicknes s of the Si(Li) detector are 10 .5 

0 .6 mrn 
2 and 4.28 rom, respectively. Source-detector distance 

was 9.87 0.10 mm. 

Fig. 4 A relation between the Q-value of l6J Ho and the mass of the 

electron neutrino. The hat c hed region corres?onds to the 

experimental uncertainty. An u?per limit on the Q-value measur ed 

898 Y-88(o.00963CPS) 
91 1 NB 

1460NB 

1762 NB 
1836Y-88 (Q.0042CPS) 

rv 
g~1________________________________in CERN 7) indicated in the figure is J. JO keV, which corresponds ~ 

t o m of 1.25 keV. For mv = 0, the curve gives Q = 2 .45 , o 
v 

e e 
0.08 keV. The electron binding energy in the Ml she ll of Oy 

atom, 2.047 keV , i s also shown. 
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Neutrino Oscillation'3 
ro '>:' Osaka University Y. Nagashima 

(1) Outline of ' Talk 

(Jl 0 (Jl < 
1. Introduction0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 
2; Present StatusI I 
3. Expected Results in the Near Future 

(J) (lJ-=r _. 
ro :::JN 4. How·far can we go ? 


0,_ 

:::J 3 
ro 0no ..... 

[Tl1Jl 

C 

:::tJ~o zro_a. 

~ 

"0 
Cll 

~f 

"0 

... 

--
~ 

a. 

o__ <0:::J 1. Introduction 

oro Within the frame work of the standard Glashow-Weinberg'< :::J 
Cll 

o ... Salam SU(2)xU(1) theory of electroweak interaction, all ..... <0 
o '< 

3 0 
 neutrinos are assumed to have zero mass. Here the absence 

11 of righthanded neutrinos and strict conservation of leptoncO· N 
c..n number were the t wo necessary conditions. The advent of 

~ o 
grand unified theories have made it more plausible to have 

;x
massive neutrinos because of quark-lepton mixing and itsro 

< 
resultant lepton number nonconservation . There are also 

cosmological arguments in favor of massive neutrinos. 
UJ o Oscillations(l) can take place when not all the neutrinos 

are mass degenerate and when transitions exist betwe e n d if f er

ent spec i es of neutrinos. Di ffe r ent species can either mean 

different lepton number or different flavor. The mixing 

- - (2)
between u and u ' u~ and u ~ are known to be less than 3x e e 

-4yJ 10 from absence of nuclear double beta decay and production 
(Jl 

* I nvited t a l k at Co nference on Monopoles and Grand Unified 

Theories held at Kamioka in Gifu, October 18-20, 1982 
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of ~ + by high energy , 's. In the following we on l y discu s s 
~ 

oscillations by flavor mixing. 

When neutrino mass eigenstates I 'i>' i=l, 2··· are non

degenerate, they generally differ from flavor ei gen s ta t e s 1'0 >' 

a=e, ~, T •••• of the weak interaction. The latter are expressed 

in terms of the former as 

(1 )1'0> i Uoil"i> 

without much loss of generality, we can cQnfine ourselves to 

the case of two neutrinos. Then 

I"e > cosal"l> + sinol'2 > (2 a) 

I'~> =-sinal"l> + cosol'2> (2b) 

Time evolution of mass eigenstates is described by 

I'i(tl> = l'i(o»exp(-iEit) (Ja) 

1"22 mi 
2 

E = Ip<+m.< 0 P+-2-- (Jb) 
1 1 P 

Simple algebra gives 

2 
P('~-'el 1<' (0)1" (tl>1e ~ 

1 . 2 [ J2s1n 2a l-coS(El-E 2 lt (5a ) 

m Lm2 2l t
(E -E It " 2 rr!:: (5b)

1 2 
--0 

E, A 

where L=ct is tl.e distance the neutrino travelled and the 

oscillation length A is defined by 

4rrhE E (MeV) 
A = 2'2 3 = 2.5 + -2- in m (5c) 

(m -m )c om (eV )
1 2 

conse quently we obtain 

2 
sin22a.sin~1.276m L)p ('~-'e) (6a) 

P (,~-,~) I-P('~-'e ) (6b) 

To illustrate the magnit ude of A, we give a few examples for 

om2~leV2 

10 m E 4 MeV (7 l 

100 m E 400 MeV 

1000 m E 4 GeV 
" 

From the above description we see two distinct types of 

experiment exist, the so called appearance type where we 

measure p('o-'a) and disappearance or survival type where we 

measure P('a-'al. The former is in principle more accurate 

because we detect appearance of a characteristic signal which 

did not exist originally. Howe ver, in terms of physics inter

pre tation, the latter is more general because in principle 

we are able to detect the oscillation effect regardless of 

mixing sch e me mentioned previously or number of neutrlno 

types. It is also more difficult to do because we are measur

ing a small difference from unity in case of small oscillation 

effect. 

In extracting meaningful results we distinguish three 

different regions of L. 

(1) Long wave o r low masS limit: L«A 

In this region eq. (6a) is approximated by 
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p(V~.Ve) 
" 2 ' 2s~n 2a·(1.27~)2

E 
(Sa) 

v 

oj." 
1 

sin2 a· 6m 2 1 
1.27 

Ev 
~ 

2" 
p(v~.ve) (Sb) 

If no oscillations aJ."e obseJ."ved, we only obtain a combined 

uppeJ." limit on the mixing angle and mass difference 

" 2 1 Ev_ 
s~n2a·om (1.27 -r/< (9 ) 

wheJ."e < is the experimental eJ."J."or. FJ."om the expJ."ession (9) 

one obseJ."ves an obvious advantage of low eneJ."gy neutJ."ino 

facilities. 

(2) Optimum oscillation J."egion: LoX 

HeJ."e we observe P(v~-ve) 	 vaJ."ying as a function of eitheJ." 

distance L oj." eneJ."gy Ev. P (vu-v~) will also be J."educed fJ."om 

unity consideJ."ably. 

2(3) Short wave oj." laJ."ge 6m limit: L)) X 

HeJ."e the neutrino oscillates violently and only the time 

aveJ."age of the oscillation is obseJ."ved. 

Consequently 

1 "2 1p(Vu-V e ) 2"s~n 211 ~ 2" 	 (lOa) 

1 1 " 22 1
P (v~- v ~) -2"s~n 11 1 2" 	 (lOb) 

If theJ."e aJ."e no obseJ."vable e ff ects, we again obtain an upper 

limit 

sin 22a ( 2< 	 (11 ) 

FJ."om the eq. 10, 11 we see the determination of the mi xi ng 
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angle "" does " not "" depend" expl"icitly on the neutJ."ino eneJ."gy oj." 

the distance and hence they aJ."e not critical factoJ."s in 

2
deteJ."mining accurate values of sin 2a. 

If theJ."e aJ."e N)2 types of neutJ."inos, the oscillation 

pattern becomes mOJ."e complex, but the essential features of 

the above discussions aJ."e maintained with slight modification 

of lOa, b to 

P(vll-v~) ~ N
1 	 (12a) 

p(Va-V ) 
1 	 (12b)a N 

The "situation is illustJ."ated pictoJ."ially in Fig. 1. 

TheJ."e aJ."e seveJ."al hints (2) , (3) on possible existence of 

oscillations, none of them, howeveJ.", aJ."e conc lusive. 

2. 	 Present status 

2The best limit in om exists in the disappeaJ."ance experi

ment \) -x. A J."ecent J."eactoJ." experiment (4) at Gosgen using
e 

liquid scintillatoJ."s and He 3 multi-wiJ."e PJ."opoJ."tional chambers 

measured the reaction 

+ 
ve +p - e +n 	 (13 ) 

and compaJ."ed with the expected ve spectJ."um obtained from the 

measurement of 6-spectrum. The data aJ."e taken in L/Ev J."ange 

fJ."om 5 to 15 m/MeV. No oscillation effects weJ."e observed and 

the limits are 

2 2(Ve-V ) om (0 .016 ev	 (l4 )
e 

2sin 21l(0.7 
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The results are presented in Fig. 2 . Also shown is the 

positive result claimed by Reines et al(S), together with 

Soni-Silverman's analysis of combined reactor data prior to 

the present result. The two experiments seem incompatible 

to each other. 

When we overview accelerator experiments, the appearance 

reaction (~)-(y)
U e 

is the most repeated process of all. The 

current best limit is given by BNL-Col. group(7) 

(v - v )u- e 
om 2 ( .6 ev 2 (15 ) 

sin 22a ( .006 

done at FNAL using 15' bwbble chamber. Limits of other re

actions are 

om 2 ( .91 (8) (16 )
U e 

sin 22a < .01 (9) 

om 2 ( 2.5(7)(10) (17) 

v -v 

v - v 
e e 

2sin 2a < 0.7 

om 2 < 3.0(11) (18 )v -v 
U T 

2sin 2a < 0.013 

v -v om 2 (2.2(12) (19 ) 
U T 

sin 22a < 0.044 

CFRR group at FNAL reported(13) consistently higher v and v 

total cross sections than those from other groups and also 

from their own old data. Their results could be interpreted 
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as the oscillation effects, however the same data were used 

to derive limits on vu-x assuming no oscillation. 

2(~ - v ) sin 2a 0.1 (20)
U U 

2 2 o m 25-250 ev 

In summary , although there had been some indications of 

possible neutrino oscillations, subsequent experimental 

results at reactors and accelerators have not confirmed them. 

3. Results expected in the near future 


3-1 ) E77S(BNL-Brown-KEK-OSAKA-PENN.-SUNY-TOKYO(INS) 


Using a narrow band beam at BNL and the existing E734 

detector which was originally constructed and used to measure 

(~) e-(~) e scattering, we plan to look for signatures 
~ " 

\I +n - e-+P (21 )
e 

v U+n - U +P 

to measure appearance reaction V -v . The detector consists
U e 

of 128 modules of liquid scintillator and proportional drift 

tubes (PDT) followed by a gamma catcher consisting of lead-scintil 

lator sandwiches. The detector mass is 200 tons altogether, 

containing over 90 % active volume. It measures the electron 

energy with - 15 % resolution and has a capability of separating 

1 rays from electrons and of identifying various topologies 

of background reactions. The critical limit in experimental 

error comes fr om the \Ie contamination in the dominant Vu beam, 

-4estlmated to be -SxlO . The dete ctor lS located at L=110 m 


and the optimum neutrino energy to measure the mixing angle 




limit is e s timated - 7 GeV/c. It is scheduled to run in late 

fall in 1982. The expected limit is 

("u-"e) sin 2 2a ~ 1.3.10- 3 (22 ) 

3-2 ) E776 (BNL-COL-ILL-JH-NRL) 

They plan to build a new detector of 175 fiducial tons 

at the site 850 m downstream of E775. The signatures are 

electromagnetic showers and muon tracks. Using the narrow 

band beam they expect to obtain 

2 2
(Vu-V ) 6m ~ 0.3 eV (23 )

e 

sin 2 2a < 0.2 

3-3) Phase II of E775 and E776 (No t approved yet) 

E775 plans to split existing detector into two and take 

one half to 850 m downstream of the present location (Fig. 3). 

Measuring the Vu fluxes at two different locations L=L andl 

L2 with wide band beam, the ratio R becomes 

NU(L l ) 2
R l-K(E )sin 2a (24a)N (L )

u 2 " 

. 2 6m2 
K(E ) S~n("D /A)( sin[1.27~(L -L )jsin[1.27- (L +L )1J, - ). . E 1 2v E l 2 

v v 

(24b) 

The first factor comes from finite decay region (length D) . 

2 2Fig. 4 shows expected behavior for " 6m =1 eV as a function of 

neutrino energy. Expected errors when there are no oscillations 

are also given. We expect to obtain 

2 2 
(v "' v ) om < 0.09 ev (25 ) 

~ ~ 

2sin 2a 0.08 

E776 plans to increase the size of the phase I detector 

to 350 tons, build a second detector of 40 tons and place it 

at L=300 m. Using narrow band beam they expect to obtain 

(" -" ) om 2 < 0.3 (26 ) 
U U 

2sin 2a < 0.09 

3-4) Experiments at CERN(14) 

Three oscillation experiments using the existing SPS 

neutrino detecto rs CDHS, CHARM and BEBC, and a new low energy 

PS beam at L=900 m are planned (Fig. 5). CDHS and CHARM 

introduce new second detectors (roughly 30 % of the big 

detector) at L~140 m and measure differences of Vu flux . 

Both expected limits are simila~ giving 

2
(v -v ) 6m ~ .25 (27 ) 

U U 
2sin 2a ~ .12 

BEBC plans to observe appearance of v u -v using one e 

detector and expects to obtain 

(Vu-V ) 6m
2 ~ .1 (28 ) 

e 
2sin 2a < .02 

3-5) Experiment at LAMPF 

E6 45 by ANL-CIT-LAMPF-OS uses sandwich of water (light 

or heavy) cerenkov counter and PDT module s . The detector is 

movable. The signatures are 
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\) +n 
e 

..... e +P (Hea v y Water) (29 ) 

-
v +P 

e 
+ 

- e +n (Light Water) 

They expect to obtain 

(Ve+Ve) 6m 2 ~ 0.3 e v 2 (30) 

(~ + ~ ) 
~ e 

6m 2 0.06 ev 
2 (31 ) 

sin 2 
2a S. 0.008 

We summarize present status of the world results and 

expected future results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

4) How far can we go ? 

2
The factor El L in obtaining om limits fa vors low energ y 

accelerators like LAMPF and BNL AGS. How far we can push the 

limit is a combined function of accelerator beam in ten s i ty . 

neutrino flux produced, neut r ino energy, the size of the 

detector and how far we can go in the distance. quote here 

one example of estimate s made by our colleague(1 6 ) and p l ot 

it on the same graph to illustrate the extent of region we 

might search in the long future. 

As long as we stick to artificial neutrino beams. the r e 

is a natural boundary in L hence in El L. Therefore we do not 

expect t o go much beyo nd the lines designated as future 

in Figs . 6 and 7. One way to overcome this difficulty is to 

use natural neut r ino sources. Huge proton detectors c urrently 

under construction here at Kamioka Mine and at Utah in the U.S. 

c ould also be used to detec t cosmic v and v flu xes.
U e 

Measurement of up down asymmetry is essentiall y equiva lent to 

two detector oscillation experiment, one located near at the earth 

surface, the other on the other side of the earth at L=104 

kilometers. Here the difficulty is counting statistics and 

it may take over a year or two to pro duce meeningfu l 

results. Assuming containment of secondary products by 

neutrinos within the detector size. the neutrino energy is 

S. 	 2 GeV and we can o b tain L/E- 10 -
4 

and in princip le similar 

2number on om limit. 

Probably the ultimate oscillation limit will be given by 

the detection of the solar neutrino. The limit we could reach 

is 

2 1 MeV 10-11om El L (32) 
101lrt\ 

We give in table I orders of expected 6m 2 limits in 

several different facilites. 

The author is grataf u l for Pro f e ssor R. Lanou for provi d ing 

him u seful materials. 
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Source Ev 
(MeV) 

L 
(m) 

ElL 
2 om 

(ev)2 

HE Acc. 

LE Acc. 

LAMPF 

REACTOR 

DEEP MINE 

SUN 

10 4 _10 5 

10 2 _10 3 

10-100 

2-8 

2xl0 3 

.3-7 

10 3 _10 4 

10 2 _10 3 

10-10 3 

10-10 2 

10 3 _10 7 

lOll 

1-10 

.1-1 

10- 2-1 

10- 2-1 

10 -4 

10-11 

0.1-1 

10-1 _10- 2 

10- 1 _10- 3 

10-1 -10- 3 

10- 4 

10-11 
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Figure . Captions .0
0 0Ul 

Fig. 1: General behavior of neutrino oscillation in three I Idifferent regions. 

Fig. 2: Limit on the disappearance ve-x obtained at Gosgen ~ 
Reactor. The positive result of Reines et al, is lJ 

~ ..also plotted together with Soni-Silverman's analysis 

~ ~~ lJ(crossed points). 
~ 

Fig. 3: Site of BNL neutrino oscillation experiments. E775-I ~ 

1S at the location x734 and E776-I 1S at DET.#2. 

In phase II both experiments plan to place second ~ 
~ 

" (TIdetectors close to the other 's. 
<C1"""\

Fig. 4: Expected behavior of R in E775-II, the ratio of neutrino 0 Q')» 3: 
Ivflux at two different locations. The wavy line ::0 

2 OJcorresponds to om2~1 ev and the error bars to no 


--i

oscillation. :::0 

Fig. 5: Site plan of CERN neutrino oscillation experiments. » 
:::0 

Fig. 6, 7: Summary of the current world results (-) on various -< 
oscillat i on types. Expected results in the near future 
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ELECTRON ANTINEUTRINO MASS FRot1 THE B-DECAY OF 3H 

by 

M. FUJIOKA 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 


Sendai, 980 Japan 


Abstract 

Experimental resu lts on the mass of electron anti 

neutrino mve from the B-decay of 3H are briefly reviewed, 

and a project l ,2) i s described of obtaining mv by the sam e 
e 

method using the INS (In stitute for Nuclear Study , Univer

sity of Tokyo) iron-free " ,'2 p-ray spectrometer. The 

necessary statistics an d th e atomic effect on the 3H 8

decay are discussed. 

1. Introduction and review of 3H 8-d ecay 

Recently, possible finite mass of the neutrino has 

been discussed intensively both in terms of elementary

3particle theory and astrophysics . ,4) Experimentally, the 

information on the electron antineutr1no mass ~e is the 

most accurate as illustrated in Fig. 1. The experimental 

results together with projects to our knowledge on mve 
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from the 3H 3-decay are summa rized 1n Table 1. Especially, 

6Lubimov et al. ) presented an indication of a fin1te value 

of mve ' i.e., 14 eV < mve < 46 eV at 99 % C.L. It is quite 

suggestive that this range of mve is of the same order of 

magnitude as those estimated from grand un1f1ed theory (GUT) 

and astrophysics 24 ); GUT based on 0(10) predicts my c 2 - 10 

eV, while considerations of the mean 	 density of the universe 

2and of the galactic halos require myc ~ 30 eV and mvc2 < 

10 eV, respective ly.25) Since the rest mass of the neutrino 

if any will have a profound effect on our view of the ele

mentary part1cles and of the universe, it is imperative to 

chec k the value of mVe pre sented by Lubimov et al . We are 

23also ) of the opinion that no substantial flaw 1S to be 

found despite scrutiny of the experimental and analytical 

procedures of Lubimov et al. A project of furth er study of 

mv from the 3H 8- decay 1S in progress as described below. 
e 

II. Present statu s of neutrino-mass project at INS 

. 	 3
The mo~t accurate method of extract1ng mve from th e H 

S-decay is considered to be a measurement uS1ng a large 

iron-free spectrometer , despite a unlque advantage of being 

free from the so-called atom1C effect in the case o f 3H 

21
implantation into a Si(Li) detector. ) We intend to use 

26the INS 1ron-free T,L spectrometer ) combine d with a 

position-sensitive detector placed along the focal plane. 

In this case a success ful mea surement of the 3H B-spectrum 

rests upon three key points, i.e., 1) spec tometer electron 

optics , 2) preparation of 3H sources , and 3) the position
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sensitive detector. 

II. 1. Spectrometer electron optics 

26The INS spectrometer ) consists of three pairs of 

current loops to generate required magnetic field around the 

central electron orbit of radius 0 7S cm. Th1S spectro

meter has been in use for 15 years, but ma1nly in 	the 

single-channel mode. A theoretical calculation of the 

27electron trajectories by numerical integration ) 	 shows 

that the spectrometer should have a well-defined focal plane 

for a fractional momentum range of 1.1 ~ 2.5 %, whi c h 1S 

suf f icient to cover the end-point region of the 3H spectrum. 

Fig. 2 shows a bird's eye view of the spectrometer in 1tS 

housing, and Fig. 3 shows an example of low-energy electron 

spectrum taken in a slngle-channel mode. 28 ) 

For obtaining a highest lum1nosity we use the Bergkvist 

18method ) of an extended source of 3H with a potential 

gradient as well as a position detector. An analysis of 

electron optics for such a configuration has been 	made o n 

29the basis of the second-order analytical solution. ) More 

specifically, from an analysis on the third-order 	analytical 

solution an optimum configuration of source and detector has 

30been proposed ) for the ffiVe study of 3H 8-decay. Experi

mental verification of these theoretical predict10ns 1S in 

progress. As a result the iso-aberration contours of the 

3 1 spectrometer are shown to be the same as measured ) 15 yea rs 

18 ago. We do not use the aberration corrector ) because 

this may cause background due to electron scattering. Th e 

geometry of the source-detector system is illustrated in 
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Fig. 4. 

II.2. Preparation of the 3H source 

A large-area, uniform, thin and strong 3H source 1S 

essential for the present study. Bergkvist used an "lon

pumping" method to implant 3H into a thin surface layer of 

Al foils; this method has an advantage of stability but the 

specific act1v1ty of 3H is - 0.lwmCi/2 g (in the following 

2 we assume an effective source thickness of 2Wg /cm ). 

Lubimov et al. made 3H sources by evaporat1ng 3H-labeled 

valin (two H atoms of C HllN02 replaced by 3H); this givesS

a higher specific activity o f -0.5 mCi/2 wg but has a dis

advantage of 3H release during a long run with the source 

placed in vacuum. Thus far we have been cons1dering two 

methods of source preparation; 1) absorption of 3H into a 

41Ti metal layer ), and 2) use of 3H-labeled compound 

obtained, e.g., by adding 3H atoms to the double 	bonds of 

organic molecules. These methods can give a specific 

acti v ity up to · 1 mC1 /2 wg, but possible rel eas e of 3H in 

vacuum is still a serious problem related with the back

6
ground leve1 ) and the environmental pollut1on. The release 

rate of test sources is under study. 

II.3. Position-sens1tive detector 

Position-sensitive gas counters hav e been successfully 

utilized as multichannel x-ray detectors or as focal-plane 

detectors of magnet1c analysers for mult1channel detection 

32
of heavy particles. ) Good position detectors of low-

energy electrons, however, had not been available until 
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recently, when single-wire (or plural-w~res) pos ition

sensit~ve proportional counters for electrons h ave been 

developed by ich2 Kyushu group 33) and by the INS g roup 34 ) 

wi th an intension of application to the IN S iron- fr ee 

spectrometer; See also ref. 35. In the former 33 ) t he charge 

division is made by an analog circui t, while in the la t ter 34 ) 

by a digltal c ircuit . For Ee 200 keV a good pos ~ tlon 

resolution has been obtained36 ) as exempl~fied 1n Flg. 5. 

Since the position resolution becomes worse for lower 

energies, a new type of position detector, a parallel-plate 

avalanche counter, is under development at INS 36 ) in o rder 

to obtain a required resolution of 6x . 1 mm at Ee - 20 keV. 

II. 4. Expected performance of the present sys tem 

30Expected performance } of the present system to be 

employed in the measurement of 3H S-spectrum is shown in 

Tabl e 2 in comparison with that realized by Lubimov et al. 

at ITEP (Inst . Theor. EXp. Phys.) . Our a~m is to attain an 

instrumental momentum resolution of Rinstr - 0.03 % and an 

ove r-all r esol ution of Rexp - 0.05 % (corresponding to 

6E ' 20 eV at Ee - 18.6 keV) , and to attaln a neutr~no-mass 

. .. f 2 
senslt~vlty 0 6mveC - 10 eV for check~ng the resu lt of 

6Lubimov et al. ) 

III. A simple conslderat~on of statistics 

The necessary counts, and hence the necessary 3H source 

strength for attainlng a neutrino-mass sensitivity nc-- c 
2 

- e 

from the end-point shape of the 3H G-spectrum, and the 

detrimental ef fect o f background level have been dis
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cusse d . 9 ,18) He r e we discu ss t h i s problem using a simple 

mode l of data a na l ysi s for obtaining an intuitive "feel i ng ". 

Suppose t h a t the oxtr a polated e nd - po int energy EO is a ccu 

rately know n for the 31l l'-dec ay , and tha t we wa nt to ext rac t 

an upper lim~ t of mVe from the net counts n O·c · t include d 

between EO and EO-IOO eV = El (lowe r end-po ln t region = 

c . ep .r .), where nO is the total (net) counti ng rate of 3H 

spect rum, s is the fraction of B-rays falling in ~ .ep.r., 

and t is the counting time. If We obta in the assumed 

c o ns t a nt b a c kg rou nd counti ng r a te b fr om t he higher ep . r . 

(EO to 22 EO + 100 eV) measured for t h e same time, we ge t 

n o Et ~N - bt, 6N being the total c ounts in ~ .ep.r., and 

hence H-bt)/( not} a ( s } with a r E} ~no o t .2bt/(not). 

On the o ther hand the depende nce of E on ffiVe can be approxi

mated by s "- £ (0)[ 1-1.24 (mv c 2 /lOO eV)1.98) for 0 <: m- c 2 
ve e 

< 100 eV, where E(O)" E (mve=O}. Thus '''e arrive at an 

estim a tion of the necessary net counts nOs(O}t as a function 

of the Hi s ratio = b/[nO E (O}) and the requ~red mass senSl

tivity 6 ~e whe n mve 0; 

o . 65 (1 + _2_b__ ) (100 e V ) 3 . 96 nO E (O)t nO E ( 0 ) 2 crrt-ve 

Fig. 6 s hows an analysis using thi s expresslon of the 

e xperimental spectra of Bergkvist (3 runs together) and of 

Lub i mov et a1. (1 6 runs). Although the present mode l of 

data analysis is too simple to be quantitative , we can 

understand a qual itative relation between the statistics of 

3H spectrum and the conclusion on mv ; Bergkvist extracted e 
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2 	 2~v c 55 eV vs amv c - 21 eV from Fig. 6, whereas Lubimov 
e 	 e 

2et al. obtained 14 eV < c 46 eV vs amv c 2 - 11 eV mve	 e 

from 	Fig. 6. 

From the above discussion suppression of the background 

level is seen to be quite important. Multichannel detect~on 

using a position-sensitive detector along the focal plane of 

a flat-type spectrometer is therefore quite promising, since 

the background contribution per channel is expected to be 

small in such a scheme . 

IV. 	 Extra-nuclear effec t on the 3H 8-decay 

Extra-nuclear effect, or so called "atom1 c 

effect"18,37,38), on th e end-poin t shape of the 3H a-spec

trum shou ld be important for the case of magneti c or simil a r 

spectrometers where only the emerging B-particles are mea

sured . Lubimov et al . represented the effect of exc ~tation 

of the final 3He + ion by an effective level of 43 eV a bove 

the 3He + ground state (15) with an excitation probability 

of 30 % (see Table 3). A conven ient analytical expression 

for the 3He + excitation probability in the 3H 6-decay has 

been presented by Fukugita and Kubodera , 39) on the basis of 

which they show that an explicit account of the continuum 

excitation (or shake - off) results ln a negligible effect on 

the end-point shape , thus support~ng the analys1s of Lub1mov 

et al. in extracting ffiVe For a convenient reference the 

theoret1cal excitat ion spectrum 1S shown in Fig. 7; the 

total probability of continuum excitation (l.e., shake-off 

probability) is as small as 2.7 %. The theoretical spectrum 
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(Fig. 7) can be approximated by equivalent two or three 

levels as given in Table 3 , where an effective level has a 

gau ssian shape with an equivale nt standard deviation; ~n 

Ta ble 3 the width is g iven in half width f . In the two-

level approximation the energy and width adopted by Lub~mov 

et al. are smaller than the theoreti cal ones . Therfore, 

use of the theoretical spectrum will push the exper~mental 

value of rove to the larger side . Recently , the exper imental 

end-point spectrum of Lubimov et al. has been reanalysed 40 ) 

on the basis of an exact theoretical treatment of 3He + 

excitation and shake-of f, leading to essentially no change 

of the resulting value of mVe. In ref. 40 molecu lar or 

solid-state effect is also discussed qualitatively, which 

effect might alter the final result. 

We consider that the atom1C effect in its narrower 

sense is not an essential h1ndrance to the measu rement of 

mVe from the 3H a -decay end-point sha pe , and that a measure

ment at a hig h e r resolution and a lower background level 

will substa n t ially lmprove our i nformation on mve. At the 

same time guantitat1ve theoretical invest~gation of the 

molecular and solid-state effect on the 3H 3-decay is in

valuable. 
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Table 1 Experimental results and projects on mv from 3Ha) 	 Table 2 Comparison of the expected performance of t he INS e 
s ystem with that realized by the ITEP system 

2
Year mv c (C.L.) Instrument Authors e 


Quantity 
 INS 30 ) ITEp 6 ) 

1948 keV Proportional counter Curran. A.ngus & 


Cockroft lO) 

Transmission 0.095 % 0.8 % 


1949 keY Prop. C. Hanna & Pontecorvo 11 ) 

2 2

Source area 	 110 cm 9 cm1952 < 250 eV 	 Magnetic (iron core) Langer & Xoffat 12 ) 


shaped-field spec tro 2 2

Effective source area 42 cm 7.5 cmmeter 

1953 < 500 eV Electrostatic (spheri Hamiltor. Alford & Number of channels 96 3 
cal) integral sp . Gross lJ ) 

Covered energy range 1.5 key 0.7 keY1958 < 550 eV 	 Mass sp. (synchro Friedman & Smith l ' ) 
meter) 2 2

Luminosity 0.04 cm 0.06 cm 
1969 < 200 eV Electrostatic retard Salgo & Staub 15 ) 

2 2(80 %) ing sp. 	 Data collection efficiency 3.8 cm 0.17 cm 

1969 75 eV 	 Magnetic (iron core ) Daris St-Pierrel G) 
Momentum resolution 0.05 % 0.12 %(68 %) single-focusing 	sp. 

1972 86 eV 	 Magnetic (iron free) Rode 6 Daniell') Energy resolution at 18.6 keY 20 eV 45 eV 
nlI372 sp. 

1972 55 eV Magnetic (iron core ) Bergkvist' 8) 
(90 %) '':' / '2 sp. + aberr. carr. 

+ extended sourc e 

1973 < 100 eV the same as ref. 12 Pie 119 ) 

Table 3 Approx~mation of the excitation of 3H+ in 3H1976 35 eV Magnetic (iron free) Tretyakov et al. I O) 
(90 %) toroidal sp. + plural 6-decay (including shake-off) by two or three 

sources & det. 
levels 

1980 14 eV < < 46 eV the same as preceeding Lubirnov et aI. 6) 
(99 %) 

1981 65 eV Implanted Si(Li) det. Simpson21 
) Lubimov et al.a) Two levels b ) Three levelsb ) 

(95 %) 

----	 grd grd grd70 % 70.2 % 70.2 % 
1980 - Magnetic (iron-free) the present group (0 ) (0 ) (0 ) 

n/2 sp. + pas. sens. 
det. + ext. source 

E 	 4 7 .5 eV 40.8 eV43 eV 30 % 29.8 % 27.1 %1981 ?-	 similar as preceeding Chal k River Grou p:' ) p 

(r ) (0 ) (77 .1 eV) (5.8 eV) 
1980?- Magnetic (iron free) Robert s on et al. 2) 

toroidal sp. + atomic 
88. 5 eVsource + plural det. 	 2.7 % 

(228 eV) 

a) For the recent review of mv from the 3H 8-de cay see also ref. 9. 
e 

a) As employed in the analysis of ref. 6. 

b) Approximation to Fig. 7 (see also ref. 39) . 
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Fig. 1. Experimental results on neutr~no or anti
neutrino masses; for and v ~ see ref. 5, for mVev T 
refs. 5, 6 and for mVe refs. 7, 8. 
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5 

Fig. 2. INS iron-free 11 / 2 spectrometer and its housing; 
1) Spectrometer room, 2) Magnetometer room, 3)Power-supply 
room, 4) Control room,S) Machine room, 6) Large coil, 7) 
Vacuum chamber, 8) Vertical H.C. (Helmholtz coils), 9) North
south H.C., 10) East-west H.C., 11) Spectrometer-field 
compensation coil, and 12) Magnetometer H.C.
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Fig. 5. Conversion spectrum of the 106J 
keV transition in , o7Pb in a multichannel 
mode using a single-wire position sensitive 
proportional counter") at Rinstr = J XIO-". 
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